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SUMMARY G? THE THESIS
Chapter 1 reviews briefly the historical development of lower limb 
amputations and their prosthetic fitting*
Chapter 2 defines the stump/socket interface and examines in detail 
its various functions, relating these to some of the problems associated 
with the fitting of a prosthesis to an above knee amputation stump. It 
is stressed that the design of the amputation stump and the prosthetic 
socket must be complementary to each other if a successful result is to 
be achievc-d.
The Author then divides the subject into two parts, the. amputation 
stump and the prosthetic socket.
Chapter 3 reviews various surgical techniques for performing an 
above knee amputation, and follows this with a critical assessment of 
the advantages and disadvantages of each technique, both as a surgical 
procedure and in relation to the subsequent performance of the resulting 
stump as an integral part of the stump/socket complex.
Chapter 4 reviews the current designs of above knee prosthetic 
sockets.
Chapter 5 introduces the concept of "Total Surface Bearing" as 
an alternative to present brim bearing and total contact fit sockets.
The Author proposes, from a theoretical concept, the necessary disposition 
of the soft tissues of the stump within a total surface bearing socket 
to achieve a uniform pressure distribution, a self-retaining fit of the 
socket on the stump, and stability of the femoral shaft within the soft 
tissues. •
Chapter 6 gives criteria for a casting technique to introduce total 
surface bearing above knee sockets in the clinical situation. A method 
is suggested for casting the patient in the supine position using an 
elastic pressure sleeve and traction weights to apply predetermined loads 
to defined areas of the stump while a plaster cast is applied.
Chapter 7 states the criteria for the selection of patients for 
the new socket.
Chapter 8 describes the organisation of clinical trials, and 
presents the results obtained on patients fitted with the socket 
between 1971 and 1973*
Chapter-'9-proposes some simple theoretical models for the stump/ 
socket complex for comparison with experimental results.
Chapter 10 describes the experimental procedures employed to examine 
the level and distribution cf pressure across the stump/socket interface 
under axial compression load.
Chapter 11 presents the data from the experimental work, and 
discusses it in relation to the objectives of the project. The results 
are given in a series of graphs.
Chapter 12 sums up the work of the project and examines how far it
has achieved its objectives. An indication is given of further work
\
which still has to be undertaken.
Appendix A describes the preparations for taking.the cast of the 
stump, and lists the materials and apparatus required.
Appendix B gives detailed instructions on how to take the cast 
and on the subsequent management of the negative and positive plaster 
casts. • .
Appendix C describes the technique for making the plastic laminate 
socket.
Appendix I) describes the procedure for applying, fitting and 
checking the socket on the patient.
Appendix E details the theory of the elastic pressure sleeve.
Appendix F is the specification for the production of the elastic 
material from which the pressure sleeve is made.
Appendix G consists of a general assembly drawing of the casting 
couch proposed by the Author and designed by the Research Department of 
the Royal College of Arts and by the Design Office of the Biomechanical 
Research and Development Unit, Roehampton.
OBJECTIVES
1. To make the life of the active above knee amputee more tolerable 
by devising a type of prosthetic socket fitting that will obviate 
the discomforts inherent in present socket designs, i.e. localised 
skeletal bearing, a high front to the socket, excessive distortion 
of the shape of the inlet to the socket and the presence of an 
adverse pressure gradient along the long axis of the stump/socket 
interface.
2. To develop a technique for obtaining the socket shape by which the 
stump itself dictates the physical dimensions of the socket necessary 
to produce the required conditions of the stump/socket interface.
Thus the result should be largely independent of the judgement of 
the prosthetist who would only be required to carry out the technique 
meticulously to obtain consistent results.
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CHAPTER 1
Summary
The development of amputation and prosthetic rehabilitation from 
ancient times to the present day is reviewed.
Statistics for the causes of amputation in England and Wales now 
show clearly that vascular disease is the commonest cause of amputation, 
but evidence is given that because of their short life expectancy these 
patients are a minority group in the total amputee population of the 
country.
The chapter closes with a brief discussion on the modern concept 
of the place of amputation in patient management.
1,1. Historical Review *
Amputation is one of the oldest surgical operations. Kirk, 
in his monograph on the development of amputation, indicates that 
there is archaeological evidence that amputation was practised as 
long ago as the Neolithic age.
Amputees are depicted in the art of ancient times. There is 
in existence an ancient Peruvian pottery figure,., showing a leg 
amputated at the ankle, and holding in the right hand a painted 
* cap* to be fitted to the stump. The murals at La Tene in France
show amputees amongst the figures drawn.
The earliest known record of a prosthesis being used by man 
was made by the Greek historian, Herodotus. His classic "History” 
written about 484 B.C. contains the story of the Persian soldier, 
Hegesistratus, v/ho, when imprisoned in the stocks by the enemy, 
escaped by cutting off part of his foot, later replacing it with 
a wooden replica.
The oldest known example of an artificial leg was found in a
tomb in Capua in 1858 and wa3 thought to have been made about
300 B.C. during the period of the Samnite wars. This limb was 
destroyed during an air raid on London during the second World War.
A mosaic from the Cathedral of Lescar, France, shows an
1
amputee supported at the knee by a wooden pylon. This relic 
is attributed to the Gallo-Roman era.
A fragment of an antique vase unearthed near Paris in 1862 
shows a figure with a below knee amputation of the right leg 
wearing a pylon with a forked end in place of the foot.
z Kirk indicates that it seems improbable that these examples 
of ancient amputation surgery were performed for medical reasons, 
but rather were practised as part of the ritual of sacrifice, 
riddance from demoniacal possession or punishment, if they had 
not been the result of trauma. Evidence does suggest that 
amputation was considered as medical treatment by the ancient 
civilisations of Egypt, Greece and Rome.
It is possible that, if the Edwin Smith surgical papyrus 
made in Egypt in the 17 th century before Christ we re complete, 
it would have been the earliest written record of indications 
for amputation and their surgical technique. • As it is, that 
part that has survived only deals with the surgery of the head, 
neck, thorax, and the first part dealing with the spinal cord.
The earliest existing scientific account of amputation is 
in the Hippocratic treatise on joints which probably belongs 
to the latter half of the 5th century B.C. in which he vacote ■ 
that vascular gangrene was the indication for amputation of a 
limb and advocated either waiting for separation to occur 
naturally or performing the amputation of the gangrenous 
extremity at the joint below 1 the boundaries of the blackening” 
as soon as it was “fairly dead and had lost its sensibility", 
and also advised that care must be taken "not to wound the 
living part lest the patient swooned away and died from the 
pain".
Amputation at the line of demarcation between the healthy 
and the gangrenous tissue was first advocated by Celsus, who 
also was the first to advise the ligature of blood vessels to 
control haemorrhage.
Prom Hippocrates through Celsus, amputation seems only to 
have been advised as a last resort in cases of vascular gangrene, 
but by the time of Archigenes and Heliodorus, about 100 A.D., it 
had become a recognised procedure for ulcers, growths, injuries
2
and even for deformities*
It appears that during the middle ages much of the earlier 
teaching of Celsus was forgotten and it was not until the 16th 
century, after the introduction of gunpowder, leading to greatly 
increased numbers of casualties in vrax, that the great French 
army surgeon, Pare", reintroduced the ligation of blood vessels 
and abandoned the use of the cautery and burning hot oil to 
control haemorrhage and to dress the wound.
Ambroise Pare" has been called the father of modem amputation 
practice, for apart from reintroducing the teachings of Celsus, 
he introduced the concept of sites of election for amputation 
of limbs which have been accepted in principle to the present 
day. He was also intensely interested in the subsequent pros­
thetic management of his patients, and some of his ideas on 
prosthetic design stand comparison with present day limbs.
Fabry, a leading German surgeon of the late 16th century, 
is accredited with being the first to perform a successful mid­
thigh amputation using a tourniquet to control the circulation.
By the early 18th century the use of the tourniquet and 
the ligature of blood vessels had become accepted practice in 
amputation surgery. • .
In spite of these advances in surgical technique amputation 
through the thigh remained a hazardous procedure, for of 9>03.7 
cases collected from the literature between I689 to I876, Kirk 
reports that the mortality rate was 83 per cent.
The introduction of anaesthetics and aseptic surgical 
methods in the mid 19th century had in due course a profound 
effect on the results of amputation.
Estes reported in the Annals of Surgery in 1925 on a series 
of 180 cases of amputation through the thigh, and showed an : 
overall mortality rate of 14.45 pez* cent.'
1.2. Amputation Today
Above knee amputation is still an operation with a significant 
mortality rate. Hall and Shucksmith reporting in 1971 on a 
series of 273 patients.gave- a mortalityi rate of 9 P02? cent.
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Warren and Khin, describing the results of above knee amputa­
tion. 'On 473 of their patients, record a, mortality rate of 28 per 
cent.
Kingsley Robinson, reporting on 69 patients having lower limb 
amputation for vascular disease, showed that for the 15 patients in 
the series who had an above knee amputation, the mortality rate was 
as high as 46 per cent.
The reason for the higher mortality rate in some of the 
reports of the more recent series of amputation may be attributed 
to the older average age of the patients suffering from vascular 
disease who, because of this and the generalised nature of their 
pathology, are high risk cases. In Kingsley Robinson's series 
the average age of the patients was 72 years.
Today the indications for amputation may be considered under 
the following headings
- Vascular disease - Atherosclerosis
- Diabetes
- Trauma,
- Malignant Disease
- Congenital Deformity
- Other causes
The annual report of the Chief Medical Officer of the 
Department of Health and Social Security showed the following 
returns for new patients referred to. the limb fitting centres 
in England during 1971
Cause No, of Patients
Vascular insufficiency (incl. diabetes) 3?47^
Trauma 570
Malignant Disease 250
Congenital Deformity 138
Other 119
The figures show clearly that vascular disease is now the 
commonest cause of amputation of the lower limb in this country, 
and accounts for the fact that the majority of new patients 
coming to amputation are in the 60-79 age group (Pig.1). These 
patients constitute the major work load at the limb centre clinics 
in Britain today. Their expectation of life is, however, relat­
ively short. Devas, 1971» reporting on a series of 123 patients
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showed that 61 per cent were alive one year after amputation 
and that only 47 per cent survived for more than 2 years.
For this reason the elderly lov/er limb amputee only forms a
minority group in the total amputee population in England of
approximately 65,000. A statistical review carried out by 
the Biomechanical Research and Development Unit, Roehampton, 
in 1969, demonstrated that the majority of amputees in the 
total amputee population in England were in the 40-60 age group 
(Fig.l). The majority of lower limb amputees having limbs 
supplied and maintained are therefore active individuals in the 
working age groups.
1,3* The Modern Concept of Amputation
In the past there has been a tendency on the part of the
surgeon to consider amputation as an admission of failure only
to be undertaken when all other alternatives have failed.
Any procedure that.results in an obvious disfigurement is 
at first sight abhorrent to both the surgeon and the pa/fcient, 
but with modem techniques this need not necessarily be so, 
especially 7/hen the objectives for performing the amputation 
are taken into consideration, i.e. to relieve the patient as 
far as possible of his diseased or damaged member, to relieve 
him of pain and discomfort, and to restore function and appear­
ance to as near normal as possible.
An amputation should not now be considered as a simple 
ablation of the limb, but rather as a constructive procedure . 
designed to produce a new organ of locomotion capable of acting 
efficiently in association with a modern prosthesis so that the 
patient can take his place again as a member of the community.
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CHAPTER 2
Summary
The Author defines the stump/socket interface and considers the 
effect upon it of skeletal/socket interaction. -
The conclusion is drawn that to obtain a functionally acceptable 
interface the stump and the socket should each be conceived with the 
other in mind.
2.1. The Stump/Socket Interface
To achieve the best restoration of function following 
amputation there has to be a successful marriage between the 
living tissue of the amputation stump and the inanimate material 
of the socket of the artificial limb. The interface between the 
two is termed the stump/socket interface. The stump and socket 
do not form a solid union one with the other, and the junction 
between them should be considered as a pseudarthrosis, i.e. a 
false joint which is additional to the normal articulations of 
the limb.
The interface exists between the skin of the stump and the 
wall of the socket and is of importance because it is the actual 
area of contact between the patient’s tissues and the prosthesis.
The majority of above knee sockets fitted in Britain at 
present are made as proximal bearing sockets in which only the 
proximal half to one-third of the socket is an accurate fit on 
the stump. The lower part of the stump is relatively loose in 
the socket. The distal end of the stump is not supported as the 
socket is left open-ended.
The axial compressive load of the body weight is transferred 
to the prosthesis through the brim of the socket and, in 
particular, over a small area of the medial posterior brim termed 
the ischial seat. It is so called because it is formed to fit 
under the ischial tuberosity of the patient’s pelvis.
Othervareas that are used to support the body weight are the 
lateral posterior socket brim under the gluteal muscles of the
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■buttock, the inclined lateral wall of the socket against the 
■ tissues overlying the lateral side of the upper femoral shaft, 
the flair of the anterior socket brim against the soft tissues 
of the front of the thigh below the inguinal ligament, and the 
medial brim of the socket against the soft tissues under the 
ischiopubic ramus.
With any "brim bearing" socket the level of loading between 
the skin and the socket brim is high. Appoldt and Bennett 
have reported static pressures in this area of 42 kl\T/m^ (6p.s«i.) 
when the patient stands with half his weight on the artificial 
limb, rising to peak values of 175 kh/m^ (25 p.s.i.) during the 
stance phase of the vralking cycle. These values were obtained 
along the posterior brim of the socket under the patient’s 
buttock and pressures directly under the ischial tuberosity 
might be expected to rise higher than this. These loads may 
.produce considerable discomfort for the patient and structural 
changes can occur in the skin under these conditions.
The lost motion at the stump/socket interface, due to the 
loose fit of the distal part of the stump in these sockets, 
leads to poor control of the prosthesis and produces discomfort 
. by alloY/ing rubbing between the skin and the socket wall.
This type of socket fitting, because of the emphasis on 
proximal bearing and the failure to support the distal end of 
the stump- imposes an adverse pressure gradient on the stump 
tissue. The relatively tight proximal fit of the socket may 
obstruct the low pressure venous and lymphatic channels while 
still allowing the inflow of high pressure arterial blood into 
the stump tissues, thus leading to the development of congestion 
and oedema of the end of the stump.
The practice of fitting a shaped pad in the lower part of 
the socket to support the distal end of the stump is an attempt 
to obtain the benefit of an approximation to a total contact fit 
of the socket.
The techniques of total contact above knee socket fitting 
which are now in use at many centres outside Britain give . improved 
efficiency of the stump/socket interface by limiting lost motion 
at the interface and supporting the terminal stump tissues in a 
manner that reduces the risk of disturbance of their fluid
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distribution. These sockets diminish the occurrence of the 
complication of terminal oedema and congestion, hut still 
have the disadvantage of being mainly proximal bearing in 
terms of axial compression loading.
2.2. Skeletal Socket Interaction
The above discussion on the stump/socket interface deals, 
in respect of the stump, with the skin and subjacent soft 
tissues but consideration must also be given to the interaction 
•between the bony skeleton and the socket. There is, of course, 
no direct physical interface between-these structures but a 
functional interface exists between the skeleton and the 
socket. This has to be examined in relation to pelvic/socket 
interaction and femoral/socket interaction.
2.2.1. Pelvic/Socket Interaction
In ischial bearing sockets the ischial tuberosity 
of .the pelvis bears on the ischial seat area of the 
socket brim transferring the axial compression load of 
the body mass to the structure of the limb. This is 
an inefficient system mechanically because the ischial 
tuberosity is medial, distal and posterior to the 
patient*s-hip joint and, being part of the pelvis, is 
relatively stationery during the walking cycle. The 
socket, with its ischial seat, moves with the femoral 
shaft which pivots about the hip joint.
The ischial seat moves away from the ischial 
tuberosity when the hip is flexed and towards it when 
the hip is extended.
The action of the hamstring tendons levers the 
ischial tuberosity off the ischial seat.
It is therefore impossible to maintain the 
constant spatial relationship between the ischial 
tuberosity and the ischial seat throughout the range of 
movement of the hip joint that is required if a consist­
ent level of Ischial bearing is to be maintained 
throughout the walking cycle.
In an attempt to overcome these problems associated
9
with brim bearing sockets, it is current practice to 
distort the shape 'of the horizontal section of the 
socket brim. In the case of quadrilateral sockets the 
anterior/posterior dimension is reduced to about 1/5 of 
the circumference, and in the case of triangular ischial 
bearing sockets of which the British ”H" type is an 
example, the antero/lateral/posteromedial dimension is 
reduced.
In addition, the level of the anterior socket brim 
is kept considerably higher than the level of the posterior 
socket brim to prevent the anterior bulging of the soft 
tissues consequent upon the antero/ posterior compression 
of the stump tissues necessary to maintain the ischial 
seat under the ischial tuberosity.
2.2.2. Femoral Shaft/Socket Interaction
This is of importance because of the part it plays in 
transmitting torques developed about the hip joint as the 
result of the action of muscles across the joint.
The prosthetist recognises this requirement and many 
above knee sockets are fashioned to a shape that is 
designed to reduce femoral shaft displacement relative to 
the socket when these loads are applied. The socket out­
line is distorted locally to reduce the distance between 
it and the femoral shaft in those areas in which loads 
are expected to occur between the femoral shaft and the 
socket wall as a result of these'torques.
Conclusion
The stump/socket interface is the vital mechanical link 
between the patient and his prosthesis, having to transmit 
mechanical loads both to and from the patient, efficiently and 
without causing pain or damage to the stump. It is also the vital 
communication link, transmitting back to the patient information 
regarding the position and movement... of the prosthesis and the 
magnitude and direction of applied loads.
The efficient function of this interface depends upon the 
correct design and construction of both stump and socket, taking 
into account skeletal/socket interaction.
The Author therefore concludes that it is necessary to 
consider how the design and constraction ox the stump and the 
socket should reflect one upon the other. This theme is 
developed in Chapter 3 in relation to the stump and in Chapter 4 
in relation to the socket.
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CHAPTER 3
Summary
The desirable characteristics that should be exhibited by the ideal 
mature above knee stump are discussed together with the surgical 
techniques that may be used. This is followed by a critical assessment 
of the stumps resulting from different surgical■procedures in relation 
to the subsequent prosthetic fittings.
3.1. The Above Knee Amputation Stump
The Author disagrees vdth those concerned with research and 
development of artificial limbs who have accepted the premise 
that they must provide for fitting any stump that the surgeon may 
"'produce.. The Author believes that the stump, even though constit­
uted of living tissue, should be considered as one of the compon­
ents of the artificial limb, and its design and construction 
should therefore receive careful consideration in relation to 
other parts of the limb structure and dynamics.
This work crosses the boundaries of the medical and engineer­
ing disciplines and so calls upon the surgeon and the engineer to 
co-operate vdth each other so that both will have an understanding 
of the whole problem, and each will appreciate the limitations 
imposed by the requirements and capabilities of the other’s 
discipline.
The engineer must realise that the surgeon has to work on 
his material as he finds it, which may, at times, prevent his 
constructing the ideal stump. Even so, the surgeon should have a 
clear understanding of the "specification" to which he is working 
even if he is unable to achieve it in every-case.
If the surgeon has a choice of when to amputate during the 
progress of the condition leading to amputation, he should choose 
a time early enough during the development of the condition, to 
enable him to use surgical techniques such that he can produce a 
. new organ of locomotion, the amputation stump, to the required 
specification, so’that it will be capable of fulfilling its proper 
function as a component of the artificial limb.
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In the opinion of the Author the'ideal mature.above knee 
stump should have the following characteristics:~
(a) The shape of the stump should he slightly tapered
from ahove downwards with a, well rounded distal end.
■oo. The skin should he healthy with good hlood circulation 
and normal sensation,
(c) The site of the skin scar is not particularly important 
providing it is linear and mobile and that the sub­
cutaneous tissue and deep fascia are not adherent to 
the underlying muscles or hone.
(d) The stump should not he tender to pressure particularly 
over the cut end of the femoral shaft or over neuromata 
that inevitably develop as part of the healing process 
following the division of peripheral, nerves.1 The 
surgical procedure should provide adequate soft tissue 
coverage over the cut end of the hone and over the cut 
ends of major nerves. -
(e) The level of hone section should he 13 - 15 cms.(5n-6u) 
proximal to the line of the articular surfaces of the knee 
joint when the knee is fully extended. This method of 
estimating stump length at amputation ensures that each 
patient, regardless of his stature, has the maximum 
length of stump that is compatible with fitting present 
day knee control mechanisms in an ahove knee prosthesis. 
The traditional site of election for hone section, about 
25 cms.(lOM) distal to the tip of the greater trochanter, 
hears no relation either to the patient*s height or to 
his subsequent prosthetic fitting.
(f) There should he balanced muscle action about the hip 
joint. If this is not achieved hip contractures are 
liable to develop. The preservation of the normal muscle 
balance about the hip joint is a contributory factor 
towards ensuring that the femoral shaft is adequately 
stabilised within the soft tissues of the stump.
(g) The surgical technique used should ensure, as far as 
possible, an adequate vascular circulation in the stump. 
The preservation of isotonic or even isometric muscle 
contraction in the stump ensures that the vascular pump 
action of the muscles is maintained, so preventing the
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‘•pooling” of venous "blood. The muscle vascular bed 
should be preserved down into the distal part of the 
stump. The intraosseous venous circulation is disturbed 
when the femoral shaft is divided and, where possible, 
a definitive attempt should be made to close over the 
cut end of the femoral shaft to restore the closed 
state of the medullary cavity of the bone.
It is suggested that this concept of the mature above knee 
stump should constitute, in broad terms, the specification that 
the surgeon should attempt to achieve when planning his operation 
and patient management. .
3.2. Patient Management ■
A fully successful result following amputation will only 
be achieved if due care and attention is paid to the management 
s^ of the case at all stages.
3.3. The Preoperative Stage
If the amputation is being performed as a planned procedure 
and is not an emergency, preparation ideally should start about 
7 ~ 1 0  days prior to operation. Many of the patients in this 
category are elderly and may be anaemic, hypoproteinemic, or 
suffering from vitamin deficiencies, and it is wise, to institute 
remedial measures as routine.
The psychological preparation of these patients is an 
important factor that is often neglected. Care should be taken 
to explain to the patient in simple terms what his treatment is 
to be and, if possible, he should be given the opportunity of 
seeing other patients who have undergone amputation and are 
managing a successful rehabilitation programme.
It is most important that the patient realises that having 
an amputation does not mean he will be unable to walk again; on 
the contrary he will have every chance of leading a relatively 
normal life.
During the preoperative period a start should be made on 
the general physical rehabilitation of the patient and he should 
be taught the exercise regime he will be expected to undertake - 
during- the post-operative period.
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The local preparation ox the limb to be amputated should 
be started 24 hours before the operation. The amputation wound 
is one that is at risk to infection and in particular to 
anaerobic infection. Gas gangrene is a complication that may 
occur in up to 4 pe^ cent of cases of amputation of the lower 
limb. The source of the infection is usually the patient's own 
bowel and it is a wise precaution to have had a preoperative 
stool culture to check whether or not the patient is a carrier. 
Patients having an amputation should be started on a course of 
antibiotics prior to operation.
The preoperative measures discussed above are, of course, 
not applicable or practical in all cases and the surgeon has to 
adapt this phase of the patient's treatment to the particular 
conditions pertaining to each'patient.
3.4. The Surgical Management
In the theatre, whatever technique is being used for the 
amputation, the patient is placed in the supine position on the 
operating table and usually the operation is performed under 
general anaesthetic. Muscle relaxants should not be used.
In all cases, except those with a major arterial blockage 
proximal to the level of amputation, it is the usual practice 
to apply a tourniquet around the proximal thigh. The leg is 
then prepared and covered in sterile towelling, leaving the 
level of the amputation site exposed.
3.5 • Surgical Technique of Above IChee Amputation
The choice of techniques for above knee amputation 
include guillotine, conventional, myoplasty, myodesis or 
myopiasty/myodesis.
The salient features of each of the above procedures are 
described in the following sections, together with a detailed 
description of each operative technique.
3.6. The Guillotine Amputation
This is a dramatic procedure when done in the classical 
manner. The skin and the underlying soft tissues are divided
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down to the hone in one incision and the hone divided to 
complete the amputation. The wound is left open to heal by 
granulation.
Detailed Description .
A guillotine amputation should he performed at the most 
distal level compatible with the existing disease or damage in 
order to preserve as much tissue as possible for a definitive 
secondary surgical procedure to he carried out at a later date.
A circumferential incision is made around the thigh through 
the skin and all soft tissue down to the femoral shaft. This 
soft tissue incision is made about 4 ~ 5 cms. (l-|Jt«2n) distal 
to the proposed level of hone section to allow for retraction 
of skin and muscle. The femoral shaft is sawn through flush with 
the cut surface of the retracted muscles and the limb removed.
As many vessels as possible are identified and ligated 
(double ligatures are used on the femoral artery).
The cut surface of the stump is covered with a hot gauze 
pack for a minute or two and then the tourniquet is released 
and haemostasis achieved.
The wound is loosely dressed with a non-adherent gauze and 
covered with cotton Y/ool. A firm stump bandage is applied, care 
being taken to avoid any tourniquet effect. It used to be the 
custom to apply distal traction to the skin of a guillotine stump 
to reduce the amount of soft tissue retraction. Nov/ that a 
guillotine amputation is considered more as an emergency operation 
preliminary to a definitive procedure, skin traction is seldom 
used except vdiere it is expected that there will be a shortage of 
skin to carry out the secondary amputation,
3.7* The Conventional Amputation
The essential feature of the conventional amputation is the 
simple division of the muscles without subsequent reattachment, 
followed by primary skin closure using skin flaps.
Detailed Description
Equal anterior/posterior skin flaps are cut well down the 
thigh, of a suitable size to cover a bone section 13 - 15 cms.
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proximal to the line of the knee joint. The deep fascia 
of the thigh should he included in the skin flaps.
The muscles of the thigh are cleanly divided down to the hone 
at a level about 2«5 cms. (lM) distal to the proposed level of 
hone section. Thus when the muscles retract their cut surface will 
he about on a level with the cut end of the femoral shaft.
The femoral and other major vessels are clamped, divided and 
ligated.
The sciatic nerve is identified and its associated vessels 
found and ligated separately to the nerve. The nerve itself is 
not crushed, injected or ligated, hut is cleanly divided above 
the level of hone section while being held under some tension so 
that the proximal end retracts under the muscles.
If a tourniquet has been used it is now removed and haemos­
tasis achieved. The skin flaps are then trimmed to size and the 
amputation closed by drawing the deep fascia over the end of the 
femoral shaft and suturing it together with interrupted cat gut 
sutures.
The skin edges are approximated using interrupted sutures.
If there is doubt about the adequacy of the haemostasis 
achieved then the wound should he drained using a suction drain 
which is laid across the end of the stump deep to the deep fascia 
and brought out through a separate small stab incision proximal 
to the level of the base of the skin flaps.
The stump is dressed with non-adherent gauze and a wool and 
crepe bandage applied with care so as not to set up an adverse 
pressure gradient. A light plaster wrap may be applied over the 
bandage.
3.8. The Myoplastic Amputation
In essence this operation entails covering the cut end of 
the femur with muscle flaps beneath the primary skin closure 
using skin flaps.
Detailed Description
The initial skin incision is made so as to form equal 
anterior and posterior skin flaps. The flaps should be deliberately
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fashioned too long and only trimmed to their final shape when the 
size of the stump is apparent after the muscle flaps have been 
closed over the end of the bone. The distal end of the skin
flaps should therefore be cut down to the supra, patellar level.
/'
The two flaps should be dissected up deep to the deep fascia 
to the level of bone section, i.e. 13 - 15 cms. (5n-6,}) proximal 
to the level of the line of the knee when the joint is fully 
extended. Marker sutures are then inserted into the surface of 
the muscles on the anterior, posterior, medial and lateral 
aspects of the thigh at the proposed level of the bone section.
The muscle flaps are formed in the following manner;-
The anterior flap consists of the quadriceps muscle and is 
formed by dividing the quadriceps expansion just proximal to the 
upper pole of the patella and dissecting the constituent parts 
of the muscle up proximally from the shaft of the femur to the 
proposed level of bone section.
The medial flap consists of the sartorious muscle and the 
adductor magnus muscle. These are divided at the level of the 
adductor tubercle and dissected up proximally as far as the 
proposed level of bone section.
The posterior flap consists of the hamstring muscles which 
are dissected out distally so as to be divided close to their 
distal insertions and turned up proximally.
The lateral flap is formed from the vastus lateralis muscle, 
which has to be partially separated from the quadriceps group 
and reinforced by the fascia lata and the ilio tibial tract.
The main vascular bundle is identified and* dissected out, 
clamped and divided as the medial muscle flap is being identified.
If the periosteum is sufficiently well defined a flap, 5 cm.- 
(2") .long, should be raised from the anterior half of the femoral 
shaft. The flap is based just proximal to the proposed level of 
bone section.
The sciatic nerve is identified and divided provisionally at 
a distal level to be dealt with definitively after the bone has 
been sectioned.
The femoral shaft is divided at the proposed level of section
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and the limb removed. The bone end is rounded oil* to remove 
any sharp edges.
If a tourniquet has been used it is now released and 
haemostasis, achieved, . '
The sciatic nerve is pulled gently down and divided high 
up so that the proximal end will retract deeply under the 
muscles. Care nrust be taken to identify the vessels associated 
with the nerve and ligate them separately from the. nerve.
The periosteal flap is laid over the cut end of the bone 
and sutured in place around its periphery.
The muscle flaps should then be trimmed to size starting 
with the medial and lateral muscle groups.
Care must be taken to see that the hip is in a neutral 
position while this is being done, i.e. the stump should be 
slightly adducted.when.viewed from above and .when viewed from 
the side, it should be in line with the sound thigh resting on 
the surface of the operating table.
The medial and lateral flaps are then pulled down.until 
the marker sutures on their superficial surface are level with ' 
the cut end of the bone. They are then cut to a length 
sufficient to meet over the end of the bone and sutured together 
under this tension using large mattress sutures. Some stay 
sutures should be used to anchor these flaps to the periosteum 
of the femoral shaft.
The same procedure is then used to fashion the anterior/ 
posterior muscle flaps again using the marker sutures to help 
judge the correct tension to be applied. It is essential that 
the hip is not flexed up to make this stage of the operation 
easier as this will compromise the correct muscle balance about 
the hip.
If it is thought necessary to drain between the muscle flaps 
a suction drainage tube should be inserted at this stage before 
the margins of the muscle flaps are finally sutured together 
with interrupted sutures. The drain should be brought to the 
surface through a separate stab incision proximal to the main 
incision. The skin flaps are then tailored to size to provide
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c l o s u r e  w i t h o u t  t e n s i o n ,  u s i n g  i n t e r r u p t e d  s u t u r e s  i n  t h e  d e e p  
f a s c i a  a n d  t h e  skin M a r g i n s .
A firm wool and crepe bandage hip spica is then applied.
A light plaster wrap may he added for additional support.
Great care must he taken to avoid setting up an adverse 
pressure gradient hy bandaging tighter proximally than distally.
It is sometimes forgotten that a number of overlapping loose 
turns of bandage add up to a single tight turn.
3*9* The Myodetic Amputation
This operation is characterised by a definitive reattachment 
of all divided muscles to the distal end of the femoral remnant 
by means of fixation sutures taken through drill holes in the bone 
follov/ed by a primary skin closure using skin flaps.
.^Detailed Description
The technique is as described for the myoplastic amputation 
except that, as the stump will be less bulky, the skin flaps will 
be shorter. Because there are no muscle flaps to cover the end 
of the bone the dissection of the muscle groups is simplified. 
Their level of division need only be sufficiently distal to the 
level of bone section to provide an adequate length for the inser­
tion of stay sutures into the muscle to enable the surgeon to 
stretch it to the required length while it is being reattached to 
small drill holes in the cortex of the distal end of the femoral 
remnant. While the muscles are being reattached to the bone the 
stump must be positioned so .that the hip is in a neutral position 
in relation to the pelvis as described in the section on the 
myoplastic technique.
When the muscle fixation has been completed the muscles are 
cleanly divided flush with the cut end of the femoral shaft.
The skin flaps, including the deep fascia, are trimmed to 
size and closed over the end of the stump without tension, 
using two layers of interrupted sutures, the first for the deep 
fascia and the second to approximate the skin edges.
If necessary the stump should be drained with a suction 
drain taken out through a small separate stab incision proximal
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to the main suture line,,
. A firm wool and crepe- bandage pressure dressing is carefully 
applied, taking care to avoid setting tip an adverse pressure 
gradient* A light plaster wrap may he added for additional 
support,
3® 10. The Myodetic/Myoplastic Amputation
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This method of amputation entails fixing the posterior and 
medial muscle groups to drill holes'in the distal end of the 
femoral shaft remnant and cutting them off flush with the hone.
The whole of the quadriceps muscle complex is drawn down 
over the end of the stump as a myoplastic flap and sutured to 
the surface of the other muscle groups, followed by primary 
skin closure using skin flaps*
Detailed Description
Equal length anterior/posterior skin flaps are marked out 
based at the level of bone section 13 - 15 cms. (5I!-6H) proximal 
to the line of the knee joint with knee straight and extending 
distally to the level of the upper pole of the patella, thus 
ensuring that there will be more than enough skin available to 
close over the end of the stump.
The skin flaps are dissected up including the deep fascia 
to a level just proximal to the proposed bone section.
Stout stay sutures are inserted into each of the muscle 
groups, e.g. quadriceps, adductors and hamstrings at the proposed 
level of bone section, to be used subsequently as markers when 
estimating muscle tension during the repair stage.
The muscle flaps are formed as follows
The quadriceps tendon is divided 2.5 cms. (lM) proximal to 
the upper pole of the patella and the whole muscle group turned 
up by dissection in a plane adjacent to the femoral shaft to a 
level just proximal to the proposed level of bone section. The 
periosteum should be left on the bone.
The other muscle groups are identified and divided about 
5 cms. (2'1) distal to their marker sutures.
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During this procedure the femoral artery and vein and 
other.major vessels are clamped, divided and ligated proximal 
to the level of bone section.
The sciatic nerve is identified and divided provisionally 
at a distal level.
If the periosteum on the femoral shaft is adequately thick, 
a periosteal flap may now be raised from the anterior half of 
the femoral shaft with its base sited just proximal to the 
proposed level of bone section and extending distally for a 
distance of about 5 cms. (2n).
The femoral shaft is then divided while holding the muscles 
and skin out of the way and the leg removed. The sharp edges of 
the cut bone are rounded off.
The sciatic nerve is cleanly divided under tension after 
* ligating separately any associated vessels, and the proximal 
end allowed to retract deeply under the muscles.
Three or four small drill holes are made through the femoral 
cortex about0*5 cms. (J11) proximal to the cut end of the bone 
around the medial, lateral and posterior aspects of the bone.
The hip is then extended so that the stump is lying on 
the surface of the operating table and the hamstring muscles 
pulled down, using the stay sutures to apply traction until the 
sutures are at the level of the bone section.
Sutures passing through the drill holes in the femoral 
shaft are used to fix these muscles to the bone at this tension. 
The medial muscle group is then dealt with in a similar manner.
The two muscle groups are then trimmed off flush with the 
cut end of the bone.
If a periosteal, flap has been formed it is now sutured over 
the cut end of the femoral shaft.
The quadriceps muscle complex is drawn down until its 
marker sutures are at the level of bone section and the muscle 
flap turned over the cut end of the bone and the cut surfaces 
of the posterior and medial muscle groups and cut to size.
The anterior muscle flap is then turned back again and if a 
tourniquet has been used it is released and haemostasis achieved.
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The anterior muscle flap is then replaced and sutured 
all round to the posterior and medial muscle groups.
If it is considered necessary, a suction drain is planed 
deep to the anterior muscle flap and brought out through a small 
stab incision in the skin proximal to the main skin incision.
The skin flaps are then fashioned to shape without tension 
and closed with interrupted sutures in the deep fascia and skin.
A gauze, wool and crepe pressure bandage is carefully 
applied avoiding the set-up of an adverse pressure gradient.
A light protective plaster cast may be applied over the 
crepe bandage.
3.11. A Critical Assessment
The simplest technique of amputation is the guillotine 
amputation. It is also the oldest, for before the days of 
anaesthetics speed was the essence of success and surgeons of 
the day could complete an above knee amputation within minutes 
using this technique.
There are few indications for using the guillotine technique 
today except as a. life-saving measure in gross trauma or in cases 
of anaerobic infection, such as gas gangrene. Its only merits 
are its speed of execution and the free drainage it provides 
because of the wide exposure of the cut surface of the tissues.
A guillotine amputation does not fulfil the criteria, for a 
successful amputation stump. The inevitable retraction of the 
skin and muscles leaves the end of the femur projecting and 
healing is by granulation and re-epithelialization which results 
in a fragile and adherent scar. In the long term the failure to 
reattach the divided muscles under tension leads to muscle atrophy 
and to the possible development of joint contractures due to 
unbalanced muscle action.
These stumps are prone to circulatory disturbances in the 
distal tissues which may lead to ischemic pain. The fragile 
scar is liable to breakdown with limb wearing. A guillotine 
amputation should be considered only as a provisional procedure 
to be followed whenever possible by one of the other definitive
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amputations.
The "conventional" technique of above ‘knee amputation was 
popular for many years and'is still used by many surgeons today,, 
It was evolved in the first place to avoid the scarring associated 
with guillotine amputations and to allow the surgeon to cover 
the cut surface of the tissues.with skin flaps and thus achieve 
primary healing.
The technique also satisfied the requirements of the 
prosthetists of the day for the final result was a conical shaped 
stump with a pointed distal end which fitted into the conical 
"trumpet" socket that was popular at the time.
Stumps fashioned by this technique are prone to develop 
various complications. The divided muscles? bereft of a distal 
attachment, retract and atrophy. The resulting loss of muscle 
function may lead to flexion and abduction contractures of the 
hip due to the relatively unopposed action of the intact hip' 
flexor and abductor muscles. This is particularly so in the 
shorter stumps when a greater proportion of the action of the 
adductor and hip extensor muscles is lost.
The femoral shaft is unstable in the stump and is prone 
to migrate laterally in the stump tissues during the stance 
phase due to the effect of the lateral stability couple consequent 
upon the lateral offset of the hip joint in relation to the 
vertical load line under the centre of gravity of the body mass. 
This displacement of the femoral shaft often leads to the 
development of a localised area of high pressure between the 
lower lateral side of the stump and the adjacent socket wall 
that causes pathological changes in the tissues such as hyper- 
keratinisation and bursa formation. The discomfort is aggravated 
if a bony spur is present on the lateral side of the cut end 
of the bone.
The thin soft tissue coverage over the distal end of the 
bone that characterises many of these stumps often precludes the 
use of total contact fit sockets.
Today the technique is most frequently used on those 
elderly patients who come to amputation due to vascular gangrene 
and whose muscles are too weak and atrophic to be used to form
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muscle flaps, or whose general debility requires a'simple and 
quick operative procedure*
The functional shortcomings of the conventional above knee 
stump, and a better understanding of the requirements of the 
stump in relation to modern concepts of socket fitting, has 
led to the development of a number of more sophisticated 
surgical techniques of amputation.
These methods of amputation take longer to perform than 
either the guillotine or conventional methods, and call for a 
greater understanding of the function that the healed and 
mature stump will have to perform in relation to the prosthesis.
The technique of myoplasty goes some way towards fulfil­
ling the proposed specification for an above knee stump, for 
it provides a balanced muscle action about the hip joint, 
brings the muscle vascular bed down to the distal end of the 
stump, and gives better soft tissue cover over the cut end of 
the bone.
A simple myoplasty has certain shortcomings. The two 
layers of muscle flaps may produce an excessive bulk of soft 
tissue at the distal end of the stump. The action of the 
muscles forming the muscle flaps may make them ride to and fro 
over the end of the bone. This makes their action on the 
femoral shaft relatively inefficient and can lead to bursa 
formation between them and the bone end.
Occasionally the muscle flaps may come apart or be 
displaced, in which case the bone is left covered by. skin and 
subcutaneous tissue only.
The myodetic technique of amputation is designed primarily 
to provide improved muscle control of the stump and a more 
balanced muscle action about the hip joint with less bulk of 
terminal tissue than with a simple myoplasty.
The suturing of the muscle groups to drill holes in the 
distal end of the femoral shaft provides positive fixation and 
avoids the complication of the Mto and fron movement of the 
muscle to muscle flaps of the myoplastic technique. Thus there 
is no lost motion on muscular contraction and the risk of bursa 
formation is avoided.
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The .disadvantage of the technique is that it provides poor 
protection over the cut end of the bone which is only covered by 
the deep fascia and the skin. This may preclude the fitting of 
a hard total contact socket.
The combination of a myodesis and myoplasty is, in the 
Author1s opinion, the optimum technique of above knee amputation 
in use today. The technique provides muscle fixation to give 
good control of the stump while at the same time ensuring adequate 
distal soft tissue coverage to the bone without adding too much 
bulk to the lower end of the stump.
The risks of the myoplastic flap becoming displaced, or 
riding free over the cut end of the bone and leading to bursa 
formation, are minimised because of the fixation that occurs 
between the deep surface of the quadriceps flap and the distal 
. cut surfaces of the other muscle groups, which themselves are 
Securely attached to the bone.
This composite technique of above knee amputation produces 
the result that comes nearest to fulfilling the criteria previously 
suggested for the ideal stump. The result is not just a, "filler” 
for the socket, but a new organ of locomotion that can be 
considered as one of the designed components of the artificial • 
limb. Such stumps appear to be the most compatible with the 
principles 'underlying the Author* s work on socket design.
3.12. Post-operative Management
The post-operative management of above knee stumps is 
important because it may influence both the short term and the 
long term results of the operation.
This stage of treatment starts with the application of the 
post-operative stump dressing.
The traditional method is to apply a wool and crepe pressure 
bandage, in some cases supported by a light plaster cast. The 
importance of the correct application of the bandage to avoid 
setting up an adverse pressure gradient along the length of the 
stump has already been stressed in the section on surgical 
technique.
If the bandage interferes with the venous or lymphatic
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drainage from the stump, terminal congestion and oedema is 
liable to develop.
If this is sufficiently severe it may lead to a "breakdown 
of the suture line, partly due to.the increased skin tension 
resulting from the larger volume of the congested oedematous 
stump, tissues, and partly due to tissue anoxia from venous 
stasis and engorgement.
If the state of terminal congestion is not diagnosed and 
relieved, bacterial infection is liable to become an added 
complication.
A certain amount of stump pain is inevitable after an 
amputation and it is important that adequate doses of analgesic 
are given to control it. Failure to do so may be a factor 
predisposing to long term stump pain.
If there is excessive pain during the early post-operative 
period it is important to check that it is not being caused by 
too tight a bandage, or by the development of a haematoma. If 
diagnosed, the latter is best treated by introducing sinus 
forceps through the appropriate area of the suture line to drain 
it. It may be advisable to leave in a simple "glove rubber" 
drain for 48 hours.
Recurrence of pain after the initial post-operative dis­
comfort has subsided may be due to the development of a deep- 
seated focus of infection. This may resolve itself, may respond 
to antibiotic therapy, may drain spontaneously or may require 
surgical intervention.
If post-operative stump infection persists it may lead to 
a breakdown of the stump, resulting in delayed healing. A more 
severe breakdown may require a stump trim or reamputation at a 
higher level.
The post-operative management of the amputee must not only 
concentrate upon the local state of the stump, but must also 
take into account the need for a physical and psychological 
rehabilitation programme.
A sympathetic but energetic programme should be planned, 
taking into account the patient's physical capabilities.
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The therapist must start exercises for the patient as soon 
after the amputation as is practical. These should consist of 
stump exercises, especially hip extension and adduction exercises, 
as well as general exercise therapy, including the sound leg, the 
arms and the shoulder girdle. The patient should be out of bed
sitting in a chair as soon as he is able to do so and, when his
physical condition permits, should be taken to the rehabilitation 
department for exercise therapy.
If possible, the patient should attend group classes for
exercises as a spirit of competition is a great stimulus to
progress.
A successful physical rehabilitation programme is the best 
basis for the psychological rehabilitation of the patient. The 
patient must be persuaded from the start to accept the amputation 
stump as part of his new body image and not to be frightened or 
ashamed of it. '
3,13. General Conclusions '
Although the Author has stressed the importance of achieving 
a satisfactory stump at amputation, so allowing the subsequent 
fitting of a suitable prosthesis, it must not be forgotten that 
these patients require a programme of "total care" that involves 
all aspects of their management, from the day of their first 
attendance to the doctor, through the stages in hospital, to the 
final arrangements for any changes which may be required to their 
way of life after their discharge.
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Summary
The second half of the stump/socket interface, the socket, is 
now considered.
The development of above knee socket design is reviewed briefly 
and the total surface bearing socket is suggested as an alternative 
to present fitting techniques.
4*1* Above Knee Sockets
In England and Wales today two main types of socket are 
fitted to above knee prostheses - one is the conventional 
socket and the other is the "H" type socket. In the case of 
the conventional socket the load is taken mainly on soft tissue 
in shear and compression, whereas with the f,H" socket it is 
mainly carried by the ischial tuberosity. Outside Britain many 
prosthetists favour -a quadrilateral brim shape for ischial 
bearing sockets.
The main disadvantages of these sockets are the concentra­
tion of the weight load on the socket brim, the loose fit of 
the lower part of the socket with relative constriction proximally, 
and the unsupported terminal tissues.
These shortcomings have been recognised by prosthetists and 
clinicians for many years, and in order to overcome them the 
concept of total contact ischial bearing sockets was originated 
in a discussion led by Professor Verne T Inman at the 2nd 
International Prosthetic Course in Copenhagen in 1959*
Since then many centres in other countries have fitted total 
contact part ischial bearing, part surface bearing above knee 
sockets. Much of this work has been based on the type of quadri­
lateral socket brim shape advocated by Radcl.lffe, working at the 
University of California, U.S.A.
Fajal, in France, has published work he has done on above knee 
total contact sockets, using techniques that have relied very much 
on the skill of the prosthetist to produce a part ischial bearing, 
part surface bearing socket.
A number of jigs incorporating adjustable brim shapes have 
been developed to replace the use of the prosthetist1s hands when 
taking stump casts for above knee total contact sockets in order 
to bring a greater degree of control to the cast taking. The 
University of California, Berkeley, casting brim, described by 
Foort, the Veterans Administration casting jig, described by 
Miles Anderson, and the work of Gleave in Hong Kong are examples 
of this approach.
These techniques have the disadvantage that the adjustable 
brim only controls the proximal stump tissues and considerable 
modification to the positive cast is required to blend the brim 
shape into the distal socket contours.
Hampton, Northwestern University, Chicago, U.S.A. has 
published work that he has done there using the University of 
California casting brim to give an ischial bearing proximal fit 
And combining it with the use of a suspended sock below the 
casting brim to control the fit of the cast on the distal stump 
tissues. In this manner the extent of the modifications to the 
positive cast to blend the shape of the brim into the rest of 
the socket is reduced.
In England, McKenzie developed the “gravity feed" method of 
pressure casting the end of the stump, with the patient bearing . 
weight on to a previously fitted metal socket supported on pylon 
struts. With this technique there was control of the pressure on 
the end of the stump at the time of casting, but the fit of the 
proximal part of the socket depended upon the skill of the 
prosthetist. It did, however, avoid the need to rectify the 
resulting positive cast.
The Author and Vitali, in England, used an elastic sleeve • 
to produce “pressure11 castings of above knee stumps when per­
forming immediate post-operative fittings, and a development of 
the technique, applied to casting definitive above knee part 
ischial part surface bearing sockets, was first demonstrated by 
Vitali at the International Congress at Abidjan, Ivory Coast,
West Africa in 1967.
Total contact ischial bearing sockets are an advance on 
simple ischial bearing sockets in that they provide improved 
control of the prosthesis and diminish the incidence of terminal
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oedema* However, they are still primarily proximal bearing 
sockets, as the distal contact fit only supports a proportion 
of the whole axial compressive load of the body weight.
Canty, working at the Havy Prosthetic Research Laboratory 
Amputation Centre, 11*8*1*, suggested as early as 1959 that it 
should be possible to fit total surface bearing above knee 
sockets without the need for ischial bearing, but the Author 
has not been able to find that any work has been carried out 
since then to develop this concept further♦
4.2. Conclusion
The Author was of the opinion that total surface bearing 
was the next logical development in above knee socket design, 
and he planned his project accordingly*
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CHAPTER 5
Summary
The Author lists the performance requirements for a stump/socket 
interface, and then presents his theory for a total, surface bearing 
self-suspending above knee socket to meet these requirements.
5.1. Introduction
The Director of the Biomechanical Research and' Development 
Unit at Roehampton agreed in 1967 that the Author should 
investigate the development of total surface bearing self- 
suspending above knee sockets in which the load would be 
distributed as evenly as possible, so avoiding the discomfort 
associated with high loads concentrated in local areas. Retention 
jpf the socket on the stump should be achieved without an. adverse 
pressure gradient, and there should be adequate stability of the 
stump tissues within the socket.
At the start of the project the performance requirements 
for a stump/socket interface were defined as follows
(a) In all types of socket, to transfer the axial load 
of the body weight.
(b) In the case of self-suspending sockets, to transfer,, 
the distraction loads due to the weight of the limb 
when the patient lifts the prosthesis off the ground..
(c) In all types of socket, to eliminate lost motion 
between the surface of the stump and the socket wall*
(d) In all types of socket, to reduce to a minimum the 
displacement of the femoral shaft within the soft 
tissues of the stump under the loads imposed during 
the walking cycle.
5.2. Anatomy of the Stump
For the purpose of prosthetic fitting, the anatomy of the 
above knee amputation stump can be considered in a simplified 
form.
It can be said to consist of an outer limiting envelope,
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(the skin and deep fascia,), a roof (the side wall of the pelvis), 
and a central rigid strut, (the femoral shaft)*
Contained within the outer envelope and surrounding the central 
strut there is a composite structure termed "soft tissue”, consis- 
ting of muscles, tendons, vessels, nerves, fascial layers, septa 
etc* (Fige2). These soft tissues have.a limited mobility which 
allows some change of shape when stresses are applied to them, but 
have a relatively fixed volume.
The Author considered the method of weight bearing of various 
existing socket designs■in relation to this simple concept of the 
anatomy of the stump.
In some sockets the body weight is carried by the shear 
strength of the soft tissue. The skin is held up by the socket 
wall whilst the femoral shaft thrusts down under the body weight. 
This type of fit is often termed a Mplug fit" (Fig«3).
Some patients wearing these sockets are comfortable, but 
this method of weight transference often leads to soft tissue 
deformities and to pathological changes in the skin such as skin 
rolls, infected sebaceous adenomata, epidermoid cysts and circula­
tory changes.
Localised skeletal support, as ischial bearing, is an accepted 
practice with present limbs. While largely eliminating the 
complication of the plug fit socket, it has the disadvantage that 
high local pressures are developed both on the seating area and 
against the anterior socket margin, which has to be kept as high 
as possible to provide the counter pressure required to hold the 
ischium over the ischial seat (Fig.4).
This high anterior socket margin may cause discomfort when 
the patient is sitting, as it then has a tendency to push the 
socket off the stump.
5*3. The Theoretical Basis for a Total Surface Bearing Self-Suspending 
Above Knee Socket
To examine the concept of a total surface bearing self- 
suspending above knee socket in relation to the anatomy of the 
above knee stump, the Author found it necessary to enlarge on 
the simple anatomical picture.
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The soft tissues of the stump axe made up of a complex of 
fluid filled compartments consisting- of the intravascular 
compartment, the interstitial compartment and the intracellular 
compartment (Fig.5)®
The intravascular compartment is in free communication with 
the general circulation via the high pressure arterial inflow 
system and the low pressure venous outflow system. Fluid from 
the capillaries can also transfer from the intravascular 
compartment to the surrounding interstitial compartment.
Under normal physiological conditions the interstitial 
compartment has the smallest volume of the three compartments.
It .is drained by the lymphatic channels to the general venous 
system via the cysterna chylae and the thoracic duct discharging 
into the left subclavian vein. Fluid can also pass back to the 
intravascular compartment across the capillary walls or may 
transfer to the intracellular.compartment. .
The intracellular compartment contains the largest and 
most stable volume of fluid within the stump and can itself be 
considered as a multi-compartment structure, as the fluid, by 
definition, is contained within the structure of individual cells.
The shape of the stump as a whole can be altered, within 
limits, by applying minimal stress without changing its volume. 
Figures 6 and 7 Show diagramatically the difference, in the soft 
tissue strain pattern when a proximal and a distal stress are 
applied to the free stump.
The changes in stump shape are limited by the arrangement 
of the tissue, structures bounding the fluid compartments. Hiroshi' 
Yamada.has shorn in his experimental work that all soft tissues 
behave to a greater or lesser degree a,s elastic■solids, and 
therefore exhibit elastic recoil when stretched within their 
elastic limit. Under, minimal stress the stump might possibly be 
expected to behave as a fluid containing Mbagu. When sufficient 
stress is applied to bring the tissue structures bounding the 
fluid compartments under tension, the stress/distortion charac­
teristics of the stump might be expected to change and exhibit 
a sharply increasing degree of stiffness in the direction of the 
applied stress.
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If the direction of stress is reversed* the tissue stiffness 
in the new direction will at first be low, and proximal tissue 
distortion will occur easily. Once the initial distortion in the 
soft tissue connections has taken place in the new direction, 
tissue stiffness will again rise sharply as the tissue structures 
bounding the fluid compartments come under tension. Figure 8 
shows this diagramatically as a stress/distortion curve.
5.3.1. Axial Compression Loading
The Author therefore proposed that, if the stump 
were to be contained within a rigid total contact socket 
made to conform to the shape and volume of the stump 
between the two limits of distortion marked "A" and "B" 
on the curve in Figure 8, it might be possible to treat 
the stump, in respect of axial compression loads, as a 
fixed volume "bag of fluid" with a high.bulk modulus, 
which could be pressurised by the transference of the 
load of the body weight across the stump/socket inter­
face (Fig.9). The patient would be supported upon the 
relatively incompressible volume of the stump contained 
within the socket, and piston action (vertical dis- 
. placement) would be minimal. Localised skeletal support 
in the form of ischial bearing would not be necessary, 
and the pressure would be evenly distributed across the 
whole of the stump/socket interface.
In these circumstances the forces at the interface 
would be acting normal to the surface of the stump in 
all areas, and there should be no element of shear stress 
at the interface to cause discomfort to the patient.
The pressure per unit area required to support the 
patient® s weight on such a socket would be independent 
of the surface area of the stump/socket interface, but 
would be related to the projected area of the oblique 
side wall of the pelvis (the "roof" of the stump).
This area is not easily determined, and so the 
Author took the area of the cross-section of the stump 
at the level of the postero/medial socket brim as being 
an acceptable approximation that could be measured.
For examples- if the circumference of the stump at this
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level is 46 (l8ff) - then the area of the cross-
1 0
section, ■would'he approximately 180 chK (28 sq.inches) 
and a loading1 of 42 kN/rA (6 lb. p.s.i*) would support 
the total body weight of a'patient weighing 75 Kg.(168 lbs,) 
The fraction of this total load supported by the 
area of the cross-section of. the femoral shaft, would 
be transmitted back through the hip joint and might 
provide "feed back” of proprioceptive information*
If it is true to assume that, within the limitations 
already discussed, the stump would behave as a hydrostatic 
system, the pressure throughout the system should be equal 
and therefore the pressure over the area of the stump/ 
socket interface should also be 42 kN/m^ (6 lb. p.s.i.), 
providing the load is a pure axial load and any inertial 
forces, bending loads or torque effects are excluded.
The pressure would be expected to fall to 21 kN/m^
(3 p.s.i.) when this patient stands with his weight evenly 
divided between both feet. To maintain a total contact 
fit under the "No Load" condition, the Author suggests that 
the pressures across the stump/socket interface should be of 
the order of 2.1 - 3.5 kU/m? (0.3-0.5 p.s.i.).
Considering that the arterial systolic inflow pressure 
to the stump, when the patient is standing, is about 
15P mm Hg. (21 ku/m^ or 3 p.s.i.) these stump/socket inter­
face pressures seem quite reasonable. It must be remembered 
that the patient only sustains all his weight on one leg 
transiently as he shifts his support from one foot to the 
other. The periods of lower pressure across the stump/ 
socket interface would permit adequate time for blood 
circulation through the stump. The variation in pressure 
should provide a pumping action that yrould promote the 
return of venous blood and lymph to the general circulation.
On the basis of'the above, total surface bearing 
appears to be a means of carrying the axial load of the 
body weight without the need to use skeletal support or 
support from tissue in shear.
5.3.2. Axial Distraction Loading
The Author then considered the retention of the socket 
on the stump.
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He suggested that retention of a self-suspending 
total surface bearing above knee socket would depend 
upon two factors.
Firstly, friction at the stump/socket interface 
should retain the socket on the relaxed stump for levels 
of distraction loading up to the weight of the prosthesis. 
This factor could be augmented temporarily by voluntary 
contraction of the stump nruscles to increase the pressure 
across the interface*
Secondly, for distraction loads in excess of the 
weight of the prosthesis when friction at the interface 
might not prevent the socket from slipping off the stump, 
atmospheric pressure could be an additional factor holding 
the socket on to the stump.
For this to be effective the socket wall would have 
to. be airtight and a total contact fit maintained between 
the socket and the side of the stump.* The end of the stump 
would not separate from the bottom of the socket unless air 
was able to enter.
Under distraction loading the tissue distortion would 
take the form of an elongation of the stump which, if its 
volume remained constant, would be associated with a 
decrease in its diameter.
If the socket was made to conform to the shape of 
the stump when it was not stressed or was stressed 
proximally, the application of a distraction load would 
cause the stump to dray/ away from the socket wall as the 
tissues elongated and the stump decreased in diameter.
To achieve the required fit the socket should be 
made to conform to the shape of the stump after a distal 
stress at least equal to the weight of the prosthesis has 
been applied to it, together with a radial compression of 
2.1 - 3.5 klT/m^  (0.3-0.5 p.s.i.) uniformly distributed 
over the sides.of the stump.
Under these conditions the stump will have been 
distorted distally to.the point "A" on the stress/distor- 
tion curve in Figure 8, where its stiffness to distal 
stress is increasing steeply, and therefore any increase 
in distraction loading will cause little further distortion
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to occur in the stump tissues. These will therefore 
stay in contact with the socket wall.
In this manner the friction fit and the airtight 
seal along the length of the stump/socket interface 
would retain the socket securely on the stump without 
an adverse pressure gradient, aided by the elastic 
recoil of the stretched soft tissues.
•3*3# Stump/Socket Stability
The Author then considered the question of the 
stability of the stump in the socket when under load.
The elimination of lost motion between the surface 
of the stump and the socket wall is achieved if the 
socket is a total contact fit, but in addition there 
should be minimal internal lost motion between the 
femoral shaft and the stump/socket interface.
The Author suggested that the increased stiffness 
of the soft tissues consequent upon distal stressing 
might provide a means of maintaining skeletal stability 
within the stump when under medio/lateral or antero/ 
posterior bending loads, or torque loads about the long 
axis of the limb.- In respect of the bending loads, 
displacement of the distal femoral shaft may be resisted 
by the tension in the soft tissue between the bone and 
skin on the one side and a rise in pressure within the 
soft tissue on the opposite side. Soft tissue cannot 
be displaced to accommodate the femoral shaft because 
superficial distortion is prevented by the fit of the 
socket, and internal displacement is limited by internal 
tissue connections kept taut by the distal stress.
These factors might be expected to modify, in certain 
areas, the uniform pressure distribution that the Author 
has suggested may be exhibited over the stump/socket inter­
face under axial load alone. For example, the trans­
interface pressure due to an axial load may be expected to 
be reduced over an area on the side where the femoral 
shaft is stabilised by tissue in tension and to be raised 
over an area diametrically opposite, where the underlying 
tissues are under increased pressure as explained above
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(Fig'elO)c
Stability of the femoral shaft should be greatest 
if the horizontal distance from the shaft to the inter­
face is a minimum in all directions. The effect of the 
philosophy proposed for the socket is to promote this 
situation by stretching the stump distally. .
Distal stressing may also contribute to the rota­
tional' stiffness of the soft tissue about the vertical 
axis. With the soft tissue fully strained dietally, the 
effect of such rotation might be to "wind the stump up 
maypole fashion", making it shorter with a larger cross- 
sectional area. However, this would be impossible.for a 
stump contained within a self-suspending total surface 
bearing socket, and rotational movement would therefore 
be resisted.
The Author postulated that skeletal stability along 
the long axis of the stump, preventing internal piston 
action -under axial loading, would be achieved for the 
following reason. Distortion resulting from the distal 
stressing of the soft tissues would prevent upward 
movement of the skeleton in relation to the socket. 
Downward movement of the skeleton in relation to the 
socket would be resisted because the relatively 
incompressible volume of the stump is contained within 
the rigid, fixed shape, fixed volume total contact socket. 
These factors should ensure that there is minimal 
"internal piston action" of the femur within the stump 
tissues.
5*4* Conclusion
In theory a total surface bearing self-suspending above 
knee socket appears to be a practical proposition and fulfils 
all the requirements for a stump/socket interface. There does 
not seem to be conflict between the requirements for weight 
bearing*, socket retention, and stability.
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Present casting techniques for total contact sockets are considered. 
The criteria are stated for a casting technique for total surface bearing 
self-suspending above loiee sockets in the clinical situation, and an 
outline is given of the technique that was developed to satisfy these . 
criteria.
6.1. The Total Surface Bearing Socket in the Clinical Situation
Having proposed his theory, for total surface bearing self- 
suspending above knee sockets, the Author suggested a technique 
for putting it into practice.
Work done on total contact ischial bearing sockets by others 
has shown that it is essential to make these sockets to a cast 
of the stump. At present this is the only simple w a y  for the 
prosthetist to record the shape/volume relationship of the stump 
. with any degree of accuracy.
It has been shown that if a socket is made direct from a simple 
’’laid on” cast, it usually appears to be too large to be self- 
. retaining, even when a casting jig has been used to impose a brim 
shape. This is because the cast reproduces the shape and volume 
of the stump either unstressed or under proximal stress when the 
cast is taken under conditions of weight bearing.
For a successful self-suspending socket to be made by these 
casting techniques, it is necessary to carry out a ’’reduction 
rectification” procedure on the positive cast in an attempt to 
sculpture it to the shape and. volume the stump would assume on 
the application of at least part of the distraction load due to 
the weight of the limb and a radial compression load to maintain 
the total contact fit of the socket. Sockets cast with a casting 
brim depend primarily upon the tightness of their top fit to hold 
the suction seal. Appold.t and Bennett have shown in their studies 
on the stump/socket interface pressures that these sockets have an 
adverse pressure gradient along the length of the stump, being 
tighter at the brim than distally. The rectification procedures 
entail removing plaster in certain areas, either according to
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tables arrived at on an empirical basis, or depending upon the 
skill and experience of the individual carrying out the plaster 
work. Plaster may have to be added to the distal end of the 
cast to avoid the risk of excessive end loading and to accommodate 
the distal displacement of soft tissue.
It would appear to be difficult to achieve the required 
degree of accuracy for the stump/socket shape/volume relationship 
when such techniques are used to define the final shape of cast. 
There is evidence to shov; that it is not possible' to fashion two 
similar casts from a stump by these methods.
6.2. The Criteria for the Casting Technique
The Author therefore proposed the following criteria for.a., 
casting technique to implement the philosophy of total surface 
bearing in the clinical situation.
(a) The method adopted for taking the cast, when repeated on the 
same stump, should result in a number of casts of similar 
shape and volume, even when the repeat casts are taken by 
different prosthetists.
(b) Deformation or constriction of the stump to provide load 
reaction areas or suspension security should be minimal.
The method adopted should ensure that such deformations as 
are required are defined by the stump and other factors 
pertaining to the patient such as tissue rheology, avoiding 
arbitrary or intuitive modifications by.the prosthetist.
For example, deformations of the stump should be made by 
instruments or apparatus designed to apply measurable 
forces to defined areas of the stump rather than by the 
operator1 s hands at the time of casting, or by sculptured 
rectifications of the male cast.
(c) The method or methods should be suitable for use at all 
limb centres.
(d) It would be desirable to cast the stump with the patient 
lying down because;-
- It would be more comfortable for the patient and 
would make it possible for him to relax the stump 
muscles to allow the distal distortion of the stump 
tissues called for in the theory of the socket 
proposed in Chapter 5*
- It would give the prosthetist ample time to work,
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without the patient becoming tired.
- The development of gravitational oedema in the 
distal stump tissues would be avoided.
- It should be easy to.impose any desired deformation 
to the brim shape by means of a simple casting 
board adjustable for height and angle of flexion, 
on which could be mounted adjustable formers as 
required* There should be no need to have a 
complete proximal casting brim with the associated 
risk of proximal constriction,
- It would be convenient for casting double amputees.
6*3. The Elastic Pressure Sleeve
The philosophy of total surface.bearing self-suspending 
sockets proposed by the Author calls for the stump to be stretched 
distally when the cast is taken, making it long and thin as compared 
with its shape in the unstressed state.
To achieve this shape the Author proposed that the stump 
should first be fitted with a ”compliant socket” made from an 
open-ended sleeve of elasticated material, the stretch/tension 
characteristics of which could be related to stump diameters and 
so to the applied radial loading. The required radial pressure on 
the stump would be achieved by the hoop stress resulting from the 
elastic pressure sleeve being stretched over the surface of the 
stump.
When an elastic material is stretched over a curved surface 
the radial pressure per unit area produced against the surface 
varies directly as the tension in the elastic and inversely as 
the radius of curvature of the surface (Fig.11^).
i.e. P * T 
R
where P = The radial pressure,
T = Tension in the elastic,
R = Radius of curvature of the surface.
A factor contributing to distal stressing of the tissues
would be the hydrostatic pressure raised within the tissues as 
the result of the radial pressure exerted by the elastic 
pressure sleeve. (Fig. 11^).
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This force, acting distally, would depend upon the area of 
the open distal end of the pressure sleeve and upon the shape of 
the end of the stump. This force alone might not he sufficient 
to provide adequate distal stretching of the tissues, and an 
additional distal force might have to he applied by pulling on 
the surface of the stump. (Fig,11^).
The total distal stretching force should equal the weight 
of the prosthesis plus a safety factor. A total figure of 4 i  Kg,
(10 lb) might .be suitable for the average British prosthesis.
6•4• Conclusion
Calculated stresses could be applied to the stump tissues, 
which would deform to. a point of .balance with them. This shape 
could then be "fixed” by applying a plaster soaked wrap aver the 
outside of the pressure sleeve. In this manner the stump itself 
would dictate the physical dimensions of the socket necessary to 
produce the required conditions at the stump/socket interface, 
and the result should be independent of the judgment of the 
prosthetist, who would only be required to carry out the technique 
meticulously to obtain consistent results.
Note: The theory of the function of the-elastic pressure sleeve
is given in detail, in Appendix E, and the specification 
for the elastic material is given in Appendix F.
Appendix A gives detailed instructions for the manufacture 
of the elastic sleeve and for the other preparations for 
talcing the cast. Appendix B describes the casting technique.
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CHAPTER 7
Summary
The Author states the criteria for the selection of patients 
suitable for the new type of socket.
Consideration is given to the motivation of the patient, his 
ability to put on the socket, his age, the age of the amputation and 
the examination of the stump.
7.1. Selection of Patients for Self-Suspending Total Surface Bearing 
Above Knee Sockets
It was realised at the start of the project that the socket 
would not be suitable for all types of patient and that it would 
be necessary to define the type of patient and.the stump that 
would be likely or unlikely to have a successful fitting.
The criteria for the selection of the patients were considered 
under the following headings - •
7«2. Patient Motivation
It is essential that the patient wishes to make a success of 
the socket. Por example, if he has been wearing a socket with 
which he is perfectly satisfied, he may never really make the 
effort to achieve success on a new type of fitting; on the 
other hand, if the fitting of his previous socket has been uncom­
fortable, or has been actually damaging his stump, he will be 
strongly motivated to make a success of the new socket. It is 
therefore important to take into account the patient*s mental 
attitude to being fitted by a new method.
7«3. Ability of Patient to put on the Socket
The ability of the patient to apply the socket correctly is 
one of the most important factors to be considered. The socket 
will only be really comfortable if the patient is able to put his 
stump into the socket so that the relationship between the two is 
exactly that which existed between the stump and the plaster cast
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when the east was being' taken® 'this depends upon the patient 
being intelligent enough to learn how to put the socket on, and 
to know when he has put it on correctly.
The' patient must have sufficient physical agility to manage 
the technique of putting on the socket. He must be able to balance 
on the sound leg and bend forward to pull the stump into the socket, 
while at the same time judging accurately the load he is applying 
to the artificial limb, as described in Appendix P.
7*4* Age of Patient •
Active adult patients in the younger age groups are preferred, 
but older subjects may also be suitable if they fulfil the other 
criteria for selection.
Children and adolescents offer special problems because of 
their growth rate and the close tolerance between the dimensions 
of the stump and the socket. Unless the patient is carefully 
supervised, the socket ma3r restrict the development of the stump.
If children and adolescents are to be fitted, it would have to be 
under close ‘.control and with, the facility to replace the socket 
quickly and as often as necessary to keep pace with growth.
7®5» The Sex of the Patient
The socket is equally applicable to both men and women.
7.6. The Age of the Amputation
If the socket is to be a long, lasting success the stump must 
be stable in size and therefore this type of fitting is not 
indicated for the new amputee unless the patient and the prosthetist 
- are prepared to recast the stump several times at short intervals 
to keep pace with the shrinkage that will occur with new stumps 
during the first few months of limb wearing.
7«7« Stump Length
A stump shorter than 15 cm (6n) overall measured down from 
the ischio-pubic ramus is likely to be difficult to fit, because 
the uniform pressure distribution along the length of.the stump/ 
socket--interface on such a short stump may not provide adequate
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proximal stability or security of retention.
The longest stump that can be fitted is limited by the need 
to clear any knee mechanism and to give access to the apertures 
for pulling out the bandage when the patient is putting on the 
socket.
7*8. Scars
Simple scarring is no bar to fitting the socket. Infolded 
scars require a patient to take special care with stump hygiene 
if he is to avoid skin infections. Adherent scars may prevent 
an even downward distortion of the tissues when casting the stump, 
and although small adherent scars may mobilise with wearing the 
socket, grosser lesions may be a contraindication to selecting 
the patient.
7.9. Soft Tissue Coverage
To fit an above knee stump successfully with a total surface 
bearing socket the stump must have adequate soft tissue coverage 
over the femoral shaft. If the end of the femur or a bony spur 
has an overlying adherent scar, or is immediately subcutaneous, 
it is likely to give rise to a high pressure area in the socket 
which may not be tolerable to the patient. Excess soft tissue 
over the end of the stump is not a contraindication to fitting.
7.10. Congested Stumps
A total surface bearing socket would be the treatment of 
choice for a congested stump because uniform pressure distribu­
tion and the absence of an adverse pressure gradient along- the 
stump/socket interface would lead to a rapid regression of the 
condition with a decrease in stump volume. The patient would 
require recasting several times at short intervals before a 
stable fit was achieved.
7.11. Conclusion
The Author felt that it would be wise at first to adhere 
to these rather restricting criteria for patient selection, 
whilst being prepared to widen them to include other groups of
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patients at a later date if clinical experience with the socket 
showed that this was possible.
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CHAPTER 8
Summary
The Author describes the organisation of the clinical, trials of 
the new socket and revie?/s the results.
He describes the modifications made to the casting technique 
for the second series of casts in the light of the results of the 
first series of casts.
8.1. The Objectives of the Clinical Trials of the Self-Suspending 
Total Surface Bearing Above Knee Socket
Field trials were instituted to determine whether or not 
the casting technique could be transferred successfully from 
the laboratory to the clinical environment, firstly at Roehampton, 
where the Author and the staff of the Clinical Applications 
Laboratory would-be available for consultation, and secondly at 
provincial centres where it would be unsupervised.
A further objective was to gain as much user experience 
as possible during the period to be reviewed.
8.2. The Artificial Limb Manufacturers
The majority of artificial limbs supplied to lower limb 
amputees in England and Wales are made by three firms,
J E Hanger & Co Ltd., YESSA Limited and Chas. A Blatchford
and Sons Ltd., working under contract to the Department of Health
and Social Security.
Y/hen the clinical trials were being organised the three 
firms kindly agreed to provide members of their staff to be 
trained in the new technique and to participate in the trials.
8.3. The Organisation of the Trials
The trials were started in 1969? following a series of 
experimental casts and fittings in the Clinical Applications 
Laboratory at the Biomechanical Research and Development Unit, 
Roehampton. The socket v/as made available to selected patients
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through the Roehampton Limb Fitting- Clinics, on an experimental 
basis.
The period 1969~1970 was the introductory phase of the trial, 
during which medical and prosthetic staff were trained, and gained 
experience in the use of the technique. The clinical trial proper 
started at Roehampton in January 1971 and was extended to include 
the Limb Fitting Centre at Manchester in February 19715 the 
Birmingham Centre in May 1972 and the Exeter Centre in January 1973*
At the start of the trial in January 1971» the casting 
technique was frozen for the ensuing 12 months, during which time 
all patients selected by the Clinic doctors were cast by the same 
method.
This first series of patients was followed up for 12 months 
after the last cast was taken. In this way the longest follow-up 
for a socket was about 24 months, and the shortest about 12 months.
An assessment was made of the progress of-this series of 
patients 12 months after the first cast, and any obvious faults 
in the technique were reviewed. Amendments were then made to 
the technique for the second series of patients cast during the 
next 12 months.
Thus the trial was organised in 24 month periods, but by 
overlapping succeeding periods by 12 months it was possible to 
reduce the time scale.
8.4. The Results of the Clinical Trials
The results of the first series of patients fitted with 
the total surface bearing socket between January and December 
1971 are summarised in the following tables:-
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Table 1
Number of Patients Cast and Casts Taken 
at Roehampton by the Contractors in 1971
j Number of j Number of 
Contractor Patients Casts Taken 
1 Cast |
Blatchford | 33 44
Hanger j 32 34
VESSA 16 20
Total j 81 98
Table 2 '
Number of Patients Cast and Casts 
Taken at Roehampton by The 
Biomechanical Research and Development TJnit
in 1971
j Number of I Number of
Patients Cast I Casts Taken
j 29 I 35
Table 3
Number of Patients Cast and 
Casts Taken at Manchester in 1971
Contractor ; Number of Patients Cast
Number of 
Casts Taken
Hanger 12 14
VESSA 6
,.....
Total 18 21 I
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Table J .
Successful Deliveries Expressed as a, 
Percentage of Casts Taken in 1971
Contractor
,—
^
 ■i !ii
Blatchford 70
Hanger 49
VESSA 50
BRADU ! 60
Manchester 81
Overall $ 61
Table 5
Successful Two-Month Reviews of the 1971 Series 
Expressed as a Percentage of Successful Deliveries
i
Contractor 1*
Blatchford 64.5
Hanger 66
VESSA 100
BRADU 81
Manchester 88
74Overall $
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Table 6
Successful Twelve-Month Reviews 
of the 1971 Series Expressed as a 
Percentage ox Successful Deliveries
Contractor j %
Blatchford j 46
Hanger 33
VESSA
BRADU
70
43
Manchester
Overall %
23
42
Table 7 
Delivery Time Scale in 1971
Centre Contractor
......
Weeks
Roehampton
Blatchford 9.4
Hanger 15.8
VESSA 16„4
Longest Delivery Time 30.0
Shortest Delivery Time 4*0
Average Delivery Time 13*9
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8*5* Comments on the Results of the 1971 Series of Casts
The patients cast by the contractors at Roehampton were 
selected by the Clinic doctors according to the selection criteria 
given in Chapter 7* patients cast in the Biomechanical Research
and Development Unit were either problem patients referred from the 
Clinics because the doctor considered that a total surface bearing 
socket might solve their difficulties, or were patients on whom 
the contractors had failed to obtain a satisfactory cast. The 
remaining Research Unit casts were done to investigate possible 
improvements to the casting and fitting techniques.
The Research Unit casts were therefore not all done strictly 
according to the rules laid down at the start of the clinical 
trial, but they have been included to provide a complete review 
of the work.
Chas. Blatchford & Sons Limited achieved the highest 
successful delivery rate.of the Roehampton contractors, 70 cent 
of their casts producing sockets that were acceptable to the 
patient at delivery. This success was probably accounted for by 
the small size of their team, led by their Senior Prosthetist 
who was personally involved in most of the work. The Blatchford 
team took more casts than either of the other contractors, and so 
their staff had the opportunity of becoming more experienced in 
the technique than the staff of the other limb firms. Chas. Blatchford 
and Sons Limited also had the advantage of delivering their sockets 
significantly sooner after casting than the other contractors.
The team from J E Hanger & Co Limited was much larger, and 
lacked the direct leadership of a single Senior Prosthetist being 
involved with all the casts. Some of their prosthetists only 
had the opportunity of taking one or two casts in the year, which 
hardly enabled them to become practised in the technique. The 
delivery times for J E Hanger & Co Limited averaged 15.8 weeks 
as against 9«4 weeks for Chas. Blatchford & Sons Limited, and 
this was probably a contributory factor to their successful socket 
delivery rate of only 49 pes: cent of the casts taken.
The team from YESSA Limited was a small one, which should 
have given the members adequate opportunities of becoming 
experienced in the casting technique, but unfortunately they
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were only able to cast half the number of patients that each 
of the other contractors dealt with.- VESSA Limited were also 
at a disadvantage because their delivery times were the longest 
of all, averaging 16*4 weeks from the time of taking the oast.
Examination of the successful sockets showed that the 
patients were comfortable, and that they appreciated the 
absence of ischial bearing and the absence of a high front to 
the socket. The stumps were all in a healthy condition with 
no evidence of terminal oedema. The marks of the previous brim 
bearing sockets had largely disappeared, as had the terminal 
pigmentation on those stumps that had had episodes of terminal 
congestion in the past. Sweating had not been a problem, except 
for a few patients during particularly hot weather. All the 
successful wearers expressed the wish to continue with the new 
type of socket in preference to their standard sockets. The 
only problem experienced by the majority of successful wearers 
wan the difficulty of putting on the socket correctly. Sometimes 
it would take several attempts to get it right.
Examination of those sockets that were unsatisfactory at 
the fitting stage showed a common pattern of failure which was 
characterised in most cases by a loose top fit, giving rise to 
proximal instability of the stump under antero/posterior and 
medio/lateral bending loads, and a failure to hold the suction 
seal under distraction load unless the patient tensed his stump 
muscles. The majority of these sockets were comfortable to 
stand "on, though in a few cases where there was insufficient 
soft tissue coverage over the end of the femoral shaft, there 
was a sense of excessive pressure over the end of the bone.
It was possible to demonstrate on some of the patients that 
the stump circumference had decreased since the cast was taken. 
These changes in stump size were usually associated with a 
general decrease of body weight. It appeared that a loss of 
about 3 Kg®, in weight resulted in the socket being too loose a 
fit to be secure on the stump. Sockets that failed because of 
a decrease in stump size were not counted as failures of the 
technique.
With other patients it was not possible to demonstrate any 
change either in stump circumference compared with the measurements
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taken at the time of casting, or in the patient*s weight. These 
patients could restore the fit of the socket by tensing their 
stump muscles. These findings seemed to indicate that the casting 
technique had failed to achieve the degree of distal distortion 
of the stump tissues that the Author*s .philosophy had called for. 
In the worst cases it appeared that a state of proximal distortion 
had been imposed upon the stump. Failure of sockets on account of 
these findings was therefore attributed to a failure of the casting 
technique.
In no case Y/as a socket produced that was too tight at first 
fitting or subsequently became too tight, unless the patient had. 
put on weight and it v/as possible to demonstrate an increase in . 
stump circumference. It seemed that an. increase in weight of 
3 Kg' . or more rendered the socket too tight on the stump. None 
of these failures were therefore attributed to the casting 
technique.
Most of the sockets that failed between delivery and the 
two-month review exhibited the same features as those sockets 
that failed at the fitting stage, though to a lesser extent.
Sockets that were being worn two months after delivery but 
had become 'unsatisfactory when reviewed at twelve months were 
in most cases associated with demonstrable changes in stump 
dimensions. The most common finding was a decrease in stump 
size associated with a loss of weight of 3 Kgo. or more.
Only four of those patients that had unsuccessful sockets in 
the first series of casts asked to be withdrawn from the trial.
All the others agreed to have further casts taken.
8.6, Reasons for the Modification of the Casting Technique
In December 1971 an interim assessment of the 1971 series 
of casts indicated a tendency for the sockets to be too loose 
proximally, causing proximal instability and poor retention.
(This was subsequently confirmed when the final results of the 
1971 series were examined at 24 months in January 1973)* It 
was decided that changes should be made to the casting technique 
to improve the fit of the proximal third of the socket.
The 1971 series of patients were cast using an elastic
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pressure sleeve that applied a calculated uniform pressure 
ox 2*1 kN/m2 (0.3 p e s. i.) along the length of the stump, while 
at the same time a distraction load of 4 Kg. (8.8 lbs.)' was applied 
to the skin of the stump by pulling distally on the pressure 
sleeve. With this arrangement of loading the stump during the 
casting procedure, it was difficult to understand why some 
sockets showed the characteristic fit resulting from the failure 
to have achieved a distal distortion of the stump tissues while 
taking the cast.
One explanation might be that the patient had tensed the 
stump muscles while the cast was being- taken, so preventing the 
distal distortion of the stump shape. Another possible cause 
might be the effect of applying the hoop stress of the elastic 
sleeve to the conical shape of a, stump in which there is a 
considerable degree of relative mobility between the subcutaneous 
tissues and the underlying muscles. The pull of the distraction 
load attached to the elastic sleeve stretches -the skin distally, . * 
but in these cases appears to have little effect upon the deeper 
tissues, which may actually be pushed proximally by the wedge 
effect of the pressure of the elastic sleeve acting on the 
inclined surface of the conical shape of the stump.
The Author felt that if the cone angle of the stump could 
be reduced at the time of taking the cast, making the stump more 
cylindrical in shape, the wedge effect, displacing deeper tissues 
proximally, might be minimised.
A further factor that was apparent was that the elastic 
pressure sleeve only exerts its effect on the stump up to the 
level of the patient*s crotch. Above this level the elastic 
material lies against the surface of the skin under less tension, 
giving little control of the underlying tissues, and resulting in 
a loose fit of the anterior and lateral areas of the socket brim.
8.7. Modifications to the Casting Technique for the 1972 Series of Casts
The Author felt that the proximal instability and poor 
retention shown by the majority of unsatisfactory sockets were 
probably due to a combination of the three factors that have 
been discussed.
Therefore at the start of the second series the prosthetists
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were asked to explain to the patient that he should relax his 
stump muscles as much as possible while the cast was being 
taken.
The Author considered how it would be possible to modify 
the casting technique to achieve the required distortion of the 
stump while at the same time reducing the effect of the cone 
angle. It was decided to leave the dimensions of the proximal 
part of the elastic pressure sleeve unchanged, so that it con­
tinued to exert about 2.1 kN/m^'(0.3 p.s.i.)'pressure over the 
surface of the upper part of the stump where the cone angle is 
usually small, and to enlarge the sleeve in the distal part so 
that it would only exert 1„4 khT/m2 (0.2 p.s.i.) over that part 
of the stump where the cone angle is usually greater. The 
making of the modified sleeve is described in Appendix A.
It was realised that the modified sleeve would result in 
an adverse pressure gradient along the length of the.stump at 
the time of casting, but examination of earlier sockets 
suggested that this might not be so when the stump was in the 
finished socket.
It was not considered possible to change the elastic sleeve 
to provide improved control of the patient*s tissues proximal to 
the level of the crotch. It was decided therefore to allow the 
prosthetist to modify the anterior and lateral aspects of the 
positive plaster cast to give a closer fit of the socket brim 
to the stump in these areas (see Appendix 33). Although the 
original criteria for the casting technique precluded rectifica­
tion of the positive cast by the prosthetist, it was felt that 
this concession was justifiable because the modifications only 
affected the anterior and lateral aspects of the socket brim 
and did not affect the fit of the main body of the socket distal 
to the level of the postero/medial socket brim.
A version of the socket was devised with a soft end section 
made of silicone foam for fitting to those patients who have
poor soft tissue coverage over the end of the femur (see Appendix C).
8.8. The second series of casts in the clinical trials of the
new socket started in January 1972. All the casts were carried 
out using the revised pressure sleeve and the prosthetists were
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asked to modify the 'brim of the positive east as described in 
Appendix B, Sockets with a soft end section were prescribed 
when indicated.
An interim review of these casts was made in January 1973? 
12 months after the start of the second series. The results 
are summarised in the following tables
Table 8
Humber of Casts Ordered,
Patients Cast and Casts Taken 
at Roehampton by the Contractors in 1972
!
Contractor Humber of Casts Ordered
Number of 
Patients Cast
Number of 
Casts Taken
Blatohford 22 15 20
) Hanger 21 14 14
VE3SA 5 1 1
Total 48 30
(18 of these 
were new 
patients)
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Table 9
Itmbpr of Patients Cast and Casts Taken at 
Roehampton by the Biomechanical Research and Development Unit in 1972
Number of 
Patients Cast
Number of 
Casts Taken
19 22
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Number of Casts Ordered, 
Patients Cast and Casts Taken 
at Manchester in.1972
Contractor Number ofCasts Ordered
' Number of 
Patients Cast
Number of 
Casts Taken
Hanger . 32 23 28
VESSA 12 8 9
Total 44 31
(14 of these 
were new 
patients)
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Table 11
Number of Casts Ordered, Patients Cast and Casts Taken 
at Birmingham in 1972
Contractor Number of Casts Ordered
Number of 
Patients Cast
Number of 
Casts Taken
Blatchford 7 3 3
Hanger 8 6 6
VESSA 9 3 3
Total
'vTCM 12 12
Table 12
Known Results of the 1972 Series up to and Including Delivery
Total 
Humber of
Failures 
due tos-
Successfulj Successful 
Deliveries' Deliveries
Centre Contractor KnownResults
Stump
Changes
Tech­
nique
expressed 
as a fo 
of the 
Known 
Results
Roehampton B1atchford
Hanger
VESSA
18
13
1
1
1
2 16
12 S T / o ;
Manchester Hanger
VESSA
27
8
1
1
25
7
& . $ >
Birmingham Blatchford 3 ■ .» ■ .3
, Hanger 6 •- 6 10C)/i
VESSA 3 — 3
Roehampton Research
Unit
18 2 . .2 r 4 °
- 97 6 : 5 .. 85
Table 13
Successful Two-Month Follow-up Rate of the 1972 Series 
Expressed as a Percentage of the 
Total Number of Patients FolloY^ed up
Centre
Humber of' 
Patients 
Followed up
Percentage
Successful
Reviews
Roehampton Blatchford 1 100$
Hanger 5 60$
VESSA 0 -
Manchester Hanger 13 6lf°
VESSA 4
Birmingham Blatchford 0 _
Hanger 0 -
VESSA 0
j
■RoehflLmpton | ftes.ea.rcU Unit 3 33i
Overall io 26 ■ 53#
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Table 14 
Delivery Time Scale in 1972
Centre Contractor J Weeks
Roehampton
Blatchford j 10.8
Hanger 18.1
VESSA. -
Manchester
Hanger 12o3
14.8VESSA
Birmingham
Blatchford 14.9
Hanger 12 e 3
VESSA 15
Longest Delivery Time 27*8
Shortest Delivery Time - 2.4*
Average Delivery Time 13
8*9* Numbers of Patients Cast in 1972
During 1972 30 patients were cast at Roehampton, of whom
18 were new patients as compared with 81 new patients during 1971* 
During 1972 29 patients were cast at Manchester, of whom . 14- were
new patients, as compared with 18 during 1971* The Research Unit 
at Roehampton cast 19 patients in 1972 as compared with 29 patients 
in 1971* All 12 patients selected at Birmingham were new patients. 
The selection of new patients for the trial was left entirely to 
the initiative of the limb fitting surgeons involved.
8.10. Comments on the Results of the 1972 Series of Casts
The results of the 1972 casts at delivery were encouraging.
By December 1972 the results were known of 32 of the casts done by 
the Roehampton contractors, of which 87% were delivered successfully. 
This compares with the overall successful delivery rate of 57% 
achieved by the Roehampton contractors during 1971* If the 
Manchester results are compared in the same manner, the figure 
for 1972 is 91% and the figure for 1971 is 81%. The Birmingham
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figures for 1972 show that, of the 12 casts whose results were 
known up to December 1972, all 12 sockets were successfully 
delivered*
Although the total number of results is small they do seem 
to indicate that the changes in the casting technique introduced 
for the 1972 series have improved the success rate at delivery 
in spite of the increased delivery times shown in Table l/j.
The short term follow-up of the Roehampton patients was 
unsatisfactory because it appeared from the medical officers' 
notes in the files that only 5 of the 28 patients who had taken 
delivery of a socket in 1972 had been called back for examination 
at the time of the interim review in January 1973* Of these 5 
patients 3 were wearing their sockets successfully.
At the provincial Centres a follow-up form was introduced 
to facilitate the collection of information. At Manchester, of 
17 patients who had been examined 2 months after taking delivery 
of their sockets in 1972, 59$ were found to be wearing them 
successfully. There were very clearly documented reasons for 
all the unsuccessful sockets at Manchester, such as loss of 
v/eight due to a reducing diet, increase in weight due to giving 
up smoking, or the resolving of a state of acute congestion of 
the stump due to the previous wearing of a conventional suction 
socket. The majority of these patients also required their 
standard issue sockets refitting or renewing. None of these 
failures at Manchester were therefore attributed to the casting 
technique. Only one patient Y/ithdrew from the Manchester trial 
during 1972 and in retrospect the Medical Officer considered 
her to have been psychologically unsuitable for the socket.
At Birmingham, none of the 12 patients who had taken successful 
delivery of their new sockets had been followed up at the time 
of the interim review.
The longer tern follow-up of the 1972 series will not be 
known'until the project is reviewed again at. the end of 1973.
8.11. Conclusion
The field trials have shown that the casting technique can 
be transferred successfully from the laboratory to the clinical 
environment. Clinic patients in the trial, have been wearing the
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new sockets for up to two years in preference to their previous- 
sockets.
The interim results of the 1972 series-of casts showed that 
the modifications to the casting technique introduced at the start 
of the series had improved the proximal stability of the socket 
and its retention on the stump in the majority of cases, and that 
the anterior and lateral aspects of the socket brim fitted more 
closely to the stump.
However, there were still some patients on whom the socket 
was unsuccessful because of proximal instability and poor retention, 
■without any apparent change in stump dimension since the cast was 
taken. It was felt that these failures must be classified as 
failures of the casting technique. It appeared that in a few 
patients the casting technique still failed to produce the 
required degree of distal distortion of the stump and these cases 
will require further investigation.
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CHAPTER 9,
Summary
The concept of total surface bearing for above knee.sockets is 
considered in terms of simple theoretical models.
The effect of the application of an axial compression load is 
examined and a forecast is made of the possible results that might 
be expected if the stump tissues behave as a liquid, as a solid, or 
as an elastic solid.
A mathematical basis is suggested for calculating the interface 
pressures in these theoretical models.
A suggestion is made for a general comparison between the behaviour 
of the theoretical models and the results of practical experiments.
9«1. Introduction
In order to investigate the general philosophy of total 
surface bearing as a means of sustaining axial compression loads, 
the Author decided to consider some simple theoretical models of 
the stump/socket complex and to attempt to forecast the pressure 
distribution that might be expected at the interface if certain 
assumptions were made in respect of the shape and physical 
properties of the stump.
9.2. Theoretical Models for Axial Compression Loads
In the models it was suggested that the "socket** should be
represented by a smooth hollow rigid cylinder open at the upper
end and closed at the lower end by a flat plate. The "stump"
would have a smooth cylindrical shape with a flat lower eiid, 
and be of such dimensions that it would fit accurately within 
the cylindrical "socket" (Fig.12).
The physical properties of the simulated 1 stump" could be 
varied theoretically from those of a rigid solid to those of a 
liquid.
The theoretical situation was first examined where the stump 
model was considered to be constituted from a homogeneous solid
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with a high modulus of rigidity and a high hulk modulus. This 
simulated "stump" would fit into the cylindrical "socket" so 
that its lower end rested on the closed lower end of the "socket".
If an axial load were applied to the upper surface of the 
"stump", and friction between the "stump" and the side wall of 
the "socket" was ignored, the load would be supported by the 
lower end of the stump bearing on to the end plate closing in 
the bottom of the socket. There would be a rise in pressure 
between the lower end of the "stump" and the end plate of the 
"socket", but there would be no rise in pressure between the 
side of the "stump" and the side wall of the "socket". The 
ratio of the side wall pressure to the end pressure would be 
0:1 (Pig.13).
At the other extreme the material constituting the "stump" 
would be a homogeneous liquid, having zero stiffness while still 
being relatively incompressible. Under these conditions an 
axial load applied to the upper surface of the" "stump" would 
result in equal pressure over the whole stump/socket interface. 
This pressure would be the same as the pressure per’ unit area 
on the top surface of the "stump" supporting the applied load.
The ratio of the side wall pressure to the end pressure would 
be 1:1 (Fig.14).
Between the two extremes of a solid or a liquid "stump" 
a "stump" could be envisaged that would have the physical 
properties of an elastic solid, having a low modulus of rigidity 
while still having a high bulk modulus.
If an axial load were applied to the top surface of this 
"stump", there would be a rise in the end pressure and a smaller 
rise in the side wall pressure. Therefore the ratio of the side 
wall pressure to the end pressure would be less than 1:1 (Fig. 15).
In Figure 16 P-^ , the. lateral wall pressure, is plotted
against P, the terminal pressure, to show the pattern of the 
results that might be expected from the theoretical model in 
each of its three forms.
9 «> 3 * A Mathematical Basis for the Calculation of "Stump/Socket" 
Interface Pressures
M L  G Redhead has suggested to the Author that it would be
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possible to calculate the pressures at the lateral 1 stump/socket” 
interface of these theoretical models,
1
If P is the lateral wall pressure and P the pressure due to
the applied load on the top surface of the *’stumpthen the value 
1
„ of P could be expressed;- -
p1 “ [ft-1) p  •••••• h>.
where ' x « /k
when ■ n « the modulus of rigidity of the "stump”'
k « bulk modulus of the "stump" *
Equation (l) does not take into account an initial state of 
radial compression of the "stump" in the "socket" when the applied 
pressure P = 0.
1Figure 17 indicates a compression load PO' being applied to
the lateral wall of the "stump" and a tension load PO being applied
to the stump in its long axis, Thus in the model if the "stump"
1
is prestressed by the radial load PO by virtue of its fit in the
socket and PO equals the weight of the limb, then P =  «®P0 when
1 1VP *s PO . It would therefore be possible to express the lateral 
wall pressures due to the application of a load to the top 
surface of the solid or elastic solid "stump", plus the effect of 
an initial state of stress when P *= «P0, by the following;-
p l  =  +  p o )  +  P o 1  • • • * • •
9»4« The Limitations of a Comparison Betv/een the Theoretical Models 
and Practical Experimental Results
Unfortunately amputation stumps are not perfect cylinders 
as was suggested for the simple model. At best a stump has a 
slightly conical shape Y/ith a rounded distal end, and. it may be 
sharply tapered with irregular contours. In addition, it is not 
homogeneous in its composition as was supposed in the simple model. 
Apart from being made up of a variety of "soft tissues", the stump 
has the remnant of the shaft of the femur a,s a rigid strut down 
• its centre for part of its length.
If the soft tissues of the stump are considered to behave 
as a liquid, then the irregular external contours and the presence
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of a rigid central strut would not complicate any comparison 
between the simple models and a true stump.
In practical terms the stump is not a homogeneous solid 
with a high modulus of rigidity and a comparison on this basis 
would not be necessary.
If the stump tissues are considered to behave as an elastic 
solid, then any irregularity of the outline of the stump and the 
presence of part of the femoral shaft would complicate such a 
comparison. To m a k e  a comparison on the basis of the stump as 
an elastic solid certain assumptions would have to be made and 
the patient’s stump carefully selected..
Because the philosophy described in Chapter 5 requires the 
soft tissues of the stump to be distorted distally in the socket, 
it wan considered justifiable to ignore the presence of the 
femoral shaft remnant as it should have the minimum effect under 
these conditions.
The effect of the stump shape on the comparison between any 
experimental results and the theoretical models vrould be minimised 
if the stumps selected for the investigations were as cylindrical 
in shape as possible, with a flattened distal'surface.
9*5* Conclusions
The Author felt that a general comparison between the theoretical 
results suggested by.the simple models, and any practical results 
obtained from experimental studies, could possibly help towards 
a better understanding of the mechanism of total surface bearing. 
However, he was of the opinion that it would be a mistake to attempt 
a detailed study along these lines, as there were too many variables 
and unknown factors.
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CHAPTER 10
Summary
The Author describes the experimental 'programme that he has carried 
out so far to examine his theory of total surface hearing, and gives 
details of the experimental rig used.
10.1. Introduction
The programme of experimental work on stump/socket interface 
pressures was planned under two main headings, static loading and 
dynamo loading. _ • -
The static experiments were to examine the level and distribution 
of pressures occurring across the stump/socket interface resulting 
from the application of axial compression and axial distraction 
loads, torques about the vertical axis, and bending loads in 
medio/lateral and antero/posterior planes.
After completion of the static experiments it v/as proposed 
to examine the level and distribution of pressures occurring across 
the stump/socket interface while the patient was walking.
Only the experiments on static axial compression loading 
have been undertaken so far and it is this work that is described 
in the following sections.
10c2. Pressure Transducers
The Author and the staff of the Measurements Laboratory at 
the Research Department, Roehampton, considered various types of
pressure transducer that could be used to investigate the interface
\
pressures in the total surface bearing socket.
Transducers can be sited between the socket wall and the 
surface of the stump to examine pressures in local areas of the 
socket. This system has the advantage that a specially adapted 
socket is not required and it is easy to move the transducers to 
investigate pressures at different areas of the interface. It 
has the disadvantage that it is difficult to find a transducer . 
small enough and of such a shape that its presence at the interface
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does not give rise to false readings.
Some investigators have preferred, to examine the general 
pressure pattern over the whole interface. Brand in America has 
investigated the effect of pressure on the skin of patients with 
leprosy, using a stump sock impregnated with pressure sensitive 
microcapsules and a reagent powder.
The microcapsules rupture under pressure, releasing a. fluid 
that reacts with the reagent powder to produce a colour stain. 
Apart from the difficulty of quantifying the results, the need 
to use a stump sock precludes the use of such a system for 
monitoring transinterface pressures in self-suspending sockets.
The Veterans Administration Prosthetics Committee 
Bioengineering laboratory, USA, have investigated the use of 
a pressure sensitive paint, hut found it unsuitable to use 
because of the nonlinearity of its response and the difficulty 
of repeating results. .
An alternative method of siting the transducers is to mount 
them in the socket wall with their sensing surfaces flush with 
the inner surface of the socket. This system has the disadvantage 
that a special socket has to be made, and it is not easy to 
change the position of the transducers. However, it has the 
advantage that there is greater confidence in the validity of 
the results and it wan therefore decided to use wall mounted 
transducers to investigate the interface pressures in the total 
surf are bearing socket.
The pressure transducers selected were obtained from Ferranti
Limited and were the silicone etched diaphragm type ZPT50A,
(■§" long x 4" diameter). They were chosen because they exhibited
high linearity and a good frequency response over the pressure '
2range 0-350 Ml/ra: .(0-50 p.s.i.), while being small in size and 
weight.
The first patients were selected for the investigations 
because their stumps were nearest to the cylindrical shape of the 
theoretical models with which they were to be compared. 
Unfortunately, no myopiastic s‘tumps were available at the time 
and conventional stumps had to be used. Sockets were made on 
casts taken by the method described in Appendix B. Sixteen
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holders for the pressure transducers were "built into the. walls 
of each socket, (There v/ere 9 transducers available for mounting 
in various patterns in these holders. Plugs were screwed into 
the empty holders to maintain the suction seal). The holders 
were sited in the following manner as illustrated in Figure 18.
A proximal ring of 4 holders was placed about 3 cms below 
the level of the medial brim of the inlet to the socket.
A distal ring of. 4 holders was placed about BCffo of the 
way down the socket.
Each ring was orientated in a.plane at right angles to the 
long axis of the stump with the holders placed one anterior, one 
posterior, one medial and one lateral. One holder was placed 
approximately at the centre of the distal end of the socket and 
four other holders arranged in anterior, posterior, medial and 
lateral positions about it. •
Three holders were mounted around the postero/medial 
socket brim.
10.3. The Experimental Limb
The socket was fitted into a trial leg incorporating 
facilities for alignment adjustment. A simple adjustable socket 
mounting system was used that left the socket fully exposed.
(Fig. 19).
The patient put his stump into the socket using the method 
of application described in Appendix D.
The alignment of the limb was adjusted to give a stable 
standing balance,
10.4. Experimental Procedures
The object of the experiment was to examine the distribution 
and level of loading across the stump/socket interface under 
axial compression load alone, excluding as far as possible any 
static bending loans in an antero/posterior, or a medio/lateral 
plane, or any torque load about a vertical axis.
At the start of the experiment the 9 transducers were 
calibrated by mounting them on a manifold that could be pressurised
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with compressed air*
The transducers were then transferred into the holders in 
the socket wall, making sure that their sensing surfaces' were 
flush with the inside surface of the socket. A further check 
was made of the free zero readings from the transducers, and 
the socket was put on the stump.
The experiment was carried out using the apparatus shown 
in Figure,20.
The patient stood on the platform of the experiments,! rig 
with the prosthetic foot on the weighbridge, and with his own 
foot placed so that he felt "balanced and felt that his stump 
was pressing straight into the socket with no sense of 
twisting. (Figs«21 and 22).
In this manner the two legs acted as support columns to the 
bridge formed by the pelvis, and each should be transmitting an 
axial compression load equal to half the body weight.
The patient was asked to adjust his weight on the prosthesis 
until the weighbridge recorded half his body weight.
To increase the axial compression load on the prosthesis 
up to full body weight, an adjustable overhead hoist was used 
to load an increasing weight on to a strong shoulder/waist belt 
harness worn by the patient. (Fig.21). when the added weight was 
equal to the patient*s body weight, the patient®s own leg and his 
artificial limb were each supporting an axial compression load 
equal to the patient*s own weight. The. added weight was then 
removed progressively*
To reduce the axial load on the prosthesis below half his 
body weight, the patient was.lifted by means of the shoulder 
suspension harness attached to the overhead hoist. The weight 
on the prosthesis, as indicated by the weighbridge, was decreased 
progressively until it was less than 5 kilograms.
The patient was then lowered until he was again standing 
with his weight equally divided between his two legs. Throughout 
the loading cycle a series of simultaneous readings were recorded 
from the 9 pressure transducers and from the weighbridge under 
the prosthetic foot.
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When the 9 transducers were mounted in holders 1, 2, 3, 4?
5 s 6, 7? 8 and 9 23) 5 information was recorded on the level
and distribution of pressure over the side walls of the socket 
with a spot check on the terminal pressure from the transducer 
in holder 9-
V/hen the transducers were mounted in holders 1, 2, 3, 4» 14?
15f 16, 8 and 9 (Fig.23), information was recorded on the level 
and distribution of pressure over the postero/medial socket brim 
with a check on the pressures on the side wall and distal end of 
the socket.
V/hen the transducers were mounted in holders 1, 2, 3, 4? 9,
10, 11, 12 and 13 (Fig.23), the terminal.pressure distribution 
was recorded in more detail and a check was kept on the side 
wall pressures in the proximal part of the socket.
• The Monitoring System
The signals from the transducers were fed into the monitoring 
system of the Measurements Laboratory of the Biomechanical Research 
and Development Unit, Roehampton, where the experiments were 
conducted.
The general arrangement of the monitoring system is shown in 
Figure 24.
A full description of the installation is available in a 
paper presented by S. H. Du Ross at the conference held by the 
Joint British Committee for Stress Analysis in 1972, reprints of 
which are available on application to the library of the Biomechanical 
Research and Development Unit, Roehampton.
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Summary "
The results are presented of the experiments on the application 
of an axial compression load to the stump in the socket.
The conclusion is drawn that these results support the Author’s 
theory of total surface hearing.
11.1, Introduction
In his philosophy for a total surface hearing self-suspending 
ahove knee socket, the Author proposed that the pressure distribu­
tion across the whole stump/socket interface under axial loads 
should be as uniform as possible, avoiding the presence of high 
peak loads around the postero/medial socket brim and an adverse 
pressure gradient along the long axis of the interface.
He suggested that for the socket to be retained securely on 
the relaxed stump when the prosthetic foot was lifted off the 
floor, the stump should be fitted into the socket so that it was 
under some radial compression when no axial load was being applied. 
It was suggested in Chapter 5> paragraph 3.1 that this preloading 
of the stump/socket interface should be at a pressure of between 
2.1 and 3«5 kh/m^ (0.3 and 0.5 p.s.i.).
It should be possible for the patient to increase this radial 
pressure by tensing his stump muscles. The philosophy of the 
socket called upon the soft tissue to behave, under axial compres­
sion loads, either as a fluid or as an elastic solid.
The following are typical results of. experiments.that 
were planned to test the validity of the above proposals.
11.2. The Graphical Presentation of the Experimental Results
Representative data from the experiments on axial compression 
loading is presented in graphical form as follows 
Graphs 1 - 2  demonstrate the repeatability of the experimental 
technique by comparing the general pattern of results recorded 
from the same socket on the same patient at experimental sessions.
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about- 3 months apart*
Graphs 3 - 5  plots to show the effect on the pressure 
distribution in the socket of changing the medio/lateral 
separation of the feet.
Graphs 6 - 1 2  all relate to the results obtained from one 
patient during one experimental session, with the same 
application of the socket.
Graphs 6 - 8 demonstrate the general distribution of pressure 
at the stump/socket interface. Because of the limited number 
of transducers available, three plots are required to cover 
all the transducer holders in the side wall, the postero/ 
medial brim, and the terminal areas of the socket.
Graph 9 shows the effect of muscular contraction on the level 
and distribution of pressure in the socket.
Graph 10 demonstrates the.relationship between the averages of 
the pressures recorded by the transducers in the side wall of 
the socket and the calculated pressures due to.the distribution 
of the applied loads over the area of the cross section of the 
inlet to the socket. .
Graphs 11 - 12 show the distribution of pressure along the long 
axis of the socket. In graph 11 the averages of the pressures 
recorded at the terminal transducers are plotted against the 
averages of the pressures recorded by the proximal ring of 
transducers in the side wall of the socket. In graph 12 the 
averages of the pressures recorded at the tv/0 rings of trans­
ducers in the side wall of the socket are plotted against each 
other.
Graph 13 relates terminal pressures to applied loads.
11.3. Comments on the Results
1. Clinical Observations
It was possible to examine the surface of the stump
through the transparent wall of the socket throughout the
experiments.
The socket was seen to be an accurate total contact fit 
on the stump at all levels of axial compression loading, and 
there was no movement of the skin of the stump in relation to 
the socket wall.
V/hen there was no applied load the whole surface of the
stump was a normal pink colour. As an axial compression load
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was applied, the surface of the stump, including the distal 
end, became uniformly pale.
With the removal of the load a uniform pink blush 
reappeared over the whole surface of the'stump.
None of the patients complained of any discomfort at 
the stump/socket interface during the loading cycles.
2. Repeatability of the Results
If the results of the experiments are to be meaningful 
they should be capable of being reproduced at repeated 
experimental sessions.
The first two graphs are examples of plots done to 
demonstrate this. Graph 1 shows the general pattern of 
pressure distribution at the stump/socket interface for 
various applied loads, and graph 2 shows the results of a 
repeat experiment done 3 months later on the same patient 
wearing the same socket.
a ?
The main features of the plots for these two experiments 
are remarkably similar. Hie maximum difference in pressure 
recorded at any one of the transducers for similar applied 
loads during the two experiments was about 7kN/m (l p.s.i.) 
while many of the transducers recorded almost identical 
pressures throughout the range of loading.
3* The Effect of changes of Limb Alignment on Pressure Distribu­
tion a.t the Stump/Socket Interface
A prime requirement of the experiments under discussion 
was that the applied load should be an axial compression load 
alone, and that as far as possible other directions of loading 
should be excluded.
It was felt at the time of setting up the experiments 
that the patient*s sensations were as good an indication as 
any that the stump was pushing straight into the socket under 
a direct axial compression load, without any unwanted bending 
loads.
To check whether this was a valid assumption, three 
loading cycles were carried out consecutively on one patient 
with the same application of the socket, each-with the patient*s 
feet separated by a different amount.
Graphs 3, 4 and 5 show examples of the results obtained 
from a patient when his heels were separated by 1 4 cm, 24 cm,
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and 57 cm.
The overall pattern of the 3 plots is similar, hut a
closer examination of the pressures recorded under maximum
load at transducer sites 2 and 4> and 6 and 8 in graph 3
shows that at the proximal pair of transducers there was a
2nett pressure difference of 7*8 ki\T/m acting laterally, and 
that at the distal pair of transducers there was a nett 
pressure difference of 4,0 kh/m acting medially. These 
figures indicate the presence of a lateral bending load.
If the pressures recorded at the same sites in the next 
two graphs are examined in a similar manner, the figures were 
7.5 and 2*3 kll/m2 for graph 45 and 4,5 and 1,7 kh/m2 for 
graph 5? showing that as the patient’s feet were moved further 
apart the lateral bending load decreased.
The nett pressure differences recorded in graph 3 at
transducer sites 1 and 3 and 5 and 7 under the maximum
2 ° applied load were 7*5 Mi/m acting anteriorly and 0,8 kli/m^
• acting posteriorly.
The comparable figures are 6.8 and 0.9 graph 4 and 
5.4 and 1.1 on graph 5»
These figures indicate the presence of a posterior 
bending load, but its relation to the anterior/posterior 
position of the foot cannot be inferred as the feet were kept 
level throughout the experiments presented on graphs 3, 4 and 5* 
It is therefore concluded that it must not be assumed 
that the patient can detect the presence of minor bending loads, 
and in future experiments these will have to be eliminated 
before interface pressures resulting from true axial compression 
loads can be measured. ■
An examination of graphs 1, 2 and 6 shows that bending 
loads were also present in these experiments.
4* Pressure Distribution
Graphs 1 - 6  show typical distributions of pressure over 
the side walls of sockets recorded at several different 
experimental sessions.
The same overall pattern is shown to a greater or lesser 
degree on all the plots. The lowest pressures were always 
recorded at transducer site 2 on the lateral side of the 
proximal part of the socket, and the highest pressures v,rere
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always recorded at transducer site 6 on the lateral side 
of the distal part of the socket. •
hone of the stumps in question were myopiastic stumps 
.and transducer holder 6 was positioned opposite the area on 
the stump overlying the latera3. side of the distal end ox 
the femoral shaft. It seems likely that a contributory factor 
to the higher pressures in this area was the small amount of 
soft tissue cushioning available to distribute the load.
On graphs 1 and 2, under an applied load of about 85 kg. 
transducer 6 recorded 60 klf/m (8.6 p.s.i.) and transducer 2 
recorded 25 kN/m (3*6 p.s-ii.) giving a pressure range on 
these plots of 35 kh/m^ (5 p.s.i.)
If the results from the patient shown in graph 3 are
looked at in the same way, the maximum side wall pressure
recorded at transducer 6 under an applied load of about
84*5 kg. was 26.5 kN/m (3*8 p.s.i.), and the lowest pressure
2recorded at transducer 2 was 18 kN/m (2.6_p.s.i.), giving a 
pressure range on this plot of 8.5 kN/m" (1.2 p.s.i.).
If future experiments could achieve a total absence of 
bending loads, these pressure differences might be expected 
to decrease considerably or even disappear.
Graphs 6 - 1 2  show in more detail the results of an 
experiment on one patient carried out without removing the 
socket, making it possible to compare the various plots.
Graph 6 shows the typical pattern of pressure distribution 
over the side wall of the socket previously described.
Graph 7 shows a repeat run with transducers moved from 
holders 5* 6 and 7 in the side wall of the socket to holders 
14, 15 and 16 around the postero/medial socket brim.
This plot demonstrates clearly that the pressures around 
the postero/medial brim of the socket were of the same order 
of magnitude as those over the side wall of the socket and 
the same as those recorded by the central terminal transducer 
in holder 9*
The average of the pressures recorded at the three brim 
transducers under an applied load of 82.3 kg. v/as 32.2 kN/m 
(4.6 p.s.i.) which compares with the average of the pressures 
recorded by the other 6 transducers of 28 kN/m (4 p.s.i.).
The maximum pressure over the postero/medial socket brim
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recorded at transducer site 15 under an - applied load of
2 2 82*3 kg. vvas 36*6 kN/m (5*2 p.s.i,) compared, with 36 kN/iiT
(5.1 p.s.i.) at the terminal transducer.
Appoldt and Bennett, in their studies of static socket
pressures on a patient wearing a brim bearing total contact
socket, recorded a maximum pressure over the posterior socket
brim of 42 kN/m (6 p.s.i.) when half the patient’s weight was
on the limb.
In the total, surface bearing socket under study in graph 7 
the peak pressure on the postero/medial socket brim under an 
applied load equal to about half the patient1s body weight,
(43 kg.) was 21.5 kl\T/m (3.1 p.s.i.) which is half the figure 
recorded by Appoldt and Bennett, although as 'they do not state 
the weight of their patient or record the applied load, it is 
not possible to make an exact comparison.
Graph 8 shows that the highest pressures in this socket 
were recorded over the lateral side of the distal surface of 
the socket at transducer sites 10 and 11. The maximum pressure 
of 53«3 kN/m (7.6 p.s.i.) occurred at transducer,10 under an 
applied load of 85*7 kg. The corresponding figure for trans- 
ducer 11 was 48.6 kN/m (6.9 p.s.i.).
The other terminal transducers at sites 9? 12 and 13
2 2 
recorded pressures of 38.6 kN/m (5«5 p.s.i.), 34*2 kN/m
2
(4*9 p.s.i.), and 31.2 kN/m (4*4 p.s.i.) respectively, which
2 2 
are comparable with 36.9 kN/m (5*3 p.s.i.) and 32.5 kN/m
■ (4*6 p.s.i.) recorded at transducer sites 3 and 4 in the side 
wall of the socket.
The higher pressures recorded by transducers 10 and 11 
may be related to the non-myoplastic nature of the stump, 
providing only skin and subcutaneous tissue to separate the 
end of the femur from the socket wall.
The patient felt no discomfort over the end of the femur 
and there was no mark on the skin due to the higher pressure 
in this area when the stump was examined after removal of the 
socket at the end of the experiment.
5• The effect of Muscular Contraction on the Stump/Socket Pressures 
Graph 9 shows hew the patient was able to raise the 
pressures generally over the side wall of the socket by 
tensing his stump muscles. Y/ith the muscles relaxed the
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average of the side wall pressures recorded at transducers 
1 - 7  under an applied load of 0*5 kg. (weighbridge reading
of 4.3 kg. less the weight of prosthesis of 3*8 kg. 1= 0.5 kg.)
2 , ? 
was 3*6 klsT/m (0*5 p.s.i.), with a peak pressure of 6.1 kN/m"
(0.9 p.s.i.) recorded at transducer 6.
When the patient tensed his stump muscles, the average
side wall pressure was raised to 9*6 kh/m (1.4 p.s.i.), with
a peak pressure of 15.6 kN/m (2,2 p.s.i.) at transducer
site 4* These increased pressures occurred in spite of a
decrease in the applied load of 0.2 kg.
At the same time, the terminal pressure recorded at
2 2 transducer 9 dropped from 1.9 kh/m (0.3 p.s.i.) to -12,3 kN/m"
('-1.7 p.s.i.) as the tensing muscles attempted to shorten.
The pressure recorded at transducer 8 drojjijed in a
similar manner, probably because of the retraction of the
distal end of the adductor muscle group in this non-myoplastic
stump.
6. The Relation between Side Wall Pressures and Applied Loads
Graph 10 shows a plot of the average of the pressures
recorded by the transducers in the side wall of the socket
against the calculated pressure which should result from the
even distribution of the applied load over the area of the
inlet to the socket. (Chapter 5> para. 5.3.1.)*
This plot can be compared-with Figure 16. It should
be explained that in Figure 16 the end pressure P is also
the applied pressure over the proximal surface of the “stump”.
This point is shorn in Figures 13- 14 and 15.
It will be seen that the experimental results compare
closely with those suggested by the theoretical model for
an elastic/solid stump. There appears to be a simple straight
line relationship between the applied pressure and the average
pressures recorded over the side wall of the socket. A best
fit straight line has been drawn on graph 10, with a coefficient
2
of determination II of 0.99* The standard deviation of
regression of the plot is Oe67.
In Chapter 5 para. 5«3d* the Author suggested that
when there is no applied load the average pressure over the
o
side wall of the socket should be between 2.1 - 3.5 kh/m1"
(0.3 - 0.5 p.s.i.).
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This best fit straight line cuts the vertical axis 
P
at 2*34 kK/m- (0,33 p.s.i.) which would be the average
side wall pressure in this socket without an applied load*
The ratio of the side wall pressure to the applied pressure
when the applied load was 51 Kg* was 0*74* 1 which is consistent
with the ratio of less than 1:1 suggested by the theoretical
model for an elastic solid stump of cylindrical shape*
7* Pressure Gradients along the Long Axis of the Socket
Graphs 11 and 12 examine the pressure distribution along
the length of the socket* In graph 11 the average pressures
at the proximal ring of transducers in the side wall of the
socket are plotted against the average terminal pressures*
A best fit straight line has been drawn on this graph
2
with a coefficient of determination R “ of *99* Ike standard 
deviation of regression of the plot is .81.
This best fit straight line cuts the vertical axis at
p
2,85 k N / m '  (0,4 p.s.i*).' For side wall pressures of less 
2
than 7*5 kN/m (l.l p.s.i.), when the applied load is
20*3 Kg, there is a small adverse pressure gradient between
the terminal and proximal side wall transducers, but for
applied loads of more than 20*3 Kg, there is a small positive
pressure gradient*
Graph 12 examines the pressure distribution along the
length of the socket wall by plotting the readings recorded
at the proximal ring of transducers against those recorded
at the distal ring of transducers.
A best fit straight line has been drawn on this graph
2with a coefficient of determination R of *99* The standard 
deviation of regression of the plot is .28. This best fit 
straight line cuts the horizontal axis at 1.5 kN/m (0*2 p.s.i.).
Throughout the range of loading the average pressures 
recorded at the distal ring were slightly higher than those 
recorded at the proximal ring, indicating a small positive 
pressure gradient along the length of the side wall of the 
socket.
8, The Relation between'Terminal Pressures and Applied Loads
Graph 13 is a plot of the average terminal pressures in 
the socket against the calculated pressures due to the 
distribution of the applied load over the area of the inlet 
to the socket.
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The cylindrical models for solid, liquid and elastic
solid stumps shown in Figures 13, 14 and 15 indicate that
for all these models the pressure on the end of the* socket
• should be the same as the pressure due to the distribution
of the applied load over the inlet to the socket. The
ratio of the two pressures will therefore be 1:1. The end
pressures will support the applied load in the models
because the area of the end of the socket is the same as
the area of the inlet*
If the socket is tapered so that the area of the lower
end is less than that of the inlet, and if a perfect fit of
the stump in the socket can be assumed, the applied load
will be supported by the pressure over the lower end of the
socket together with the vertical component of the pressure
against the inclined walls of the socket. The applied
pressure will only be equal to the end pressure in a tapered
socket if the tissues behave as a liquid.-
A best fit straight line has been dram on graph 13
2
with a coefficient of determination R of 0.99
The standard deviation of regression of the plot 
is 1.27
The plot shows that the ratio of the average terminal 
pressure to applied pressure is very close to 1:1, for 
example under an applied load of 51Kg. it is 0*92:1.
It would seem that this ratio demonstrates that the 
socket must be cylindrical in shape, or nearly so, unless 
the stump is behaving as a liquid in a tapered socket.
Graph 11 plots side wall pressure against terminal pressure 
and shows a ratio of 0.7si under an applied load of 51 
This would be inconsistent with a liquid stump in a tapered 
socket or with the theoretical models in Figures 13 and 14* 
Thus the results approximate most closely to those 
expected from an elastic solid stump in a cylindrical 
socket as shown in Figure 15.
11.4. Conclusions
The results of the experiments on these patients and their
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sockets indicate the followings-
1. The experimental technique used is capable of giving
consistent results from repeated experimental sessions *
2 c  Small changes in medio/lateral limb alignment affect
the pressure distribution in the socket.
3. The aim to produce a more uniform distribution of 
pressure at the stump/socket interface under static axial 
compression loads than exists in present brim bearing and 
total contact fit sockets? appears to have been achieved 
in spite of the presence of small lateral and posterior 
bending loads.
In particular ischial bearing has been avoided. The 
higher pressures recorded in the region of the cut end of 
the femur may have been aggravated by the non-myopiastic 
nature of the stumps under examination. It is felt that 
these pressure inequalities would not have occurred if 
the load had been an axial compression load alone applied 
to a properly fashioned myopiastic stump in which the 
distal end of the femoral shaft had been stabilised and 
adequately covered with soft tissues.
4. The soft tissues of the stump behave generally as 
predicted by the theoretical model for an elastic/solid 
stump in a cylindrical socket.
5. When there is no applied axial load, the stump tissues 
are prestressed by an average radial pressure of 2.34 kli/m 
(0.33 p.s.i.)? which accords with the figures suggested by 
the Author in Chapter 5«
6. The patient is able to increase the average radial
pressure on the side wall of the socket by a factor of 
2.7 when the applied load is 0.5 kg.? thus demonstrating 
his ability to increase at will the security of socket 
retention on the stump.
7. There is no adverse pressure gradient along the long
axis of the socket between the proximal and distal rings 
of transducers.
Thus the opinion of the Author is upheld that the use 
of a non-uniform elastic pressure sleeve to take the stump
cast for a total surface bearing socket does not result in
an adverse pressure gradient in the socket. The small 
adverse pressure gradient recorded between the terminal
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transducers and the proximal side wall transducers at applied 
loads of less than 20*3 kg® is not considered significant*
8. In general, the results presented show that the self-
suspending total surface bearing sockets fitted to these 
patients fulfil the aims-of-the project for static axial 
compression loading, as -far as can be determined from these 
preliminary experiments.
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CHAPTER 12
Summary
The Author reviews the project and suggests a future programme of
work*
12*1. A Review of the Project
The project on the above knee amputation stump and its 
prosthetic management set out to examine the above knee stump/ 
socket complex as one of the components of the artificial limb.
It is a unique component of the limb because it is composed partly 
of the living tissue of the patient and partly of the inanimate 
material of the socket.
The responsibility for .its design and construction crosses 
the boundaries of two disciplines, surgery and prosthetics, and 
the problem vras examined from these two points of view. Whilst 
recognising that the condition of the tissues varies from patient 
to patient, the Author put forward a list of desirable features 
that should be exhibited by an ideal above knee amputation stump.
The stump/socket interface is the vital link between the 
patient and his prosthesis, having to transmit mechanical loads 
both to and from the patient. It also transmits back to the 
patient information on the position and movement of the prosthesis 
and the magnitu.de and direction of applied loads.
The efficient function'of this interface depends upon the 
correct design and construction of both the stump and the socket, 
and it is therefore necessary to consider how the design and 
construction of the stump and the socket reflect one upon the 
other.
The production of the stump is the responsibility of the 
surgeon, who should realise that his work on the patient in the 
operating theatre, apart from the need to satisfy the surgical 
requirements of the case, is the production of the first "component" 
of the patient5s future artificial limb. To this end the operating 
surgeon should have a proper understanding of the modern concept
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of the stump/socket complex. When amputating a limb lie should 
alwa5rs• have in mind the features that should be possessed by the 
ideal stump, said within the limitations imposed by the clinical 
situation, he should attempt to produce a result as near to the 
ideal as possible, to allow the subsequent fitting of the most 
suitable prosthesis.
Although the amputee will remain a patient for the rest of 
his life, the frequency of his attendance at a Limb Centre will 
depend largely upon the efficiency of the design and construction 
of his stump/socket complex.
The design of the socket is the responsibility of specialists 
in prosthetics who should work in close association with the 
surgeons.
Socket design remained unchanged for many years until ischial 
bearing was introduced, and more recently .with a better under­
standing of the function of the stump/socket complex the concept 
of total contact fitting has developed. The Author considers 'that 
total surface bearing, doing away with the need for ischial bearing, 
is the next logical development in socket design. In his opinion 
this and future advances in socket design must be associated with 
an educational programme to ensure that surgeons will in the 
future produce stumps that take full advantage of new types of 
socket.
The Author developed his philosophy for the design of a self- 
suspending total surface bearing above knee socket, and concluded 
that a socket of this type could be a practical proposition 
without any conflict between the requirements for weight bearing, 
retention and stability.
lie then considered the development of a technique for 
implementing his theoretical concept in clinical practice.
Compared with other casting techniqiies which required considerable 
changes to be made to the positive cast, the technique devised 
by the Author required 110 work to be done to the positive cast 
other than to the contours of the anterior and lateral areas 
of the cast brim which were not controlled by the casting technique.
It was considered that it was preferable for the casting 
technique to allow the stump itself to determine the socket
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dimensions that would result in the required conditions at the 
stump/socket interface? rather than that the result should depend 
primarily upon the judgement of the prosthetist,
"When the clinical trials of the new socket were planned? it 
was decided to restrict the fitting of the socket to selected 
patients in the first instance? whilst being prepared to be less 
selective at a later date if clinical experience with the socket 
showed that this was possible.
The results of the field trials showed that the casting 
technique could be transferred successfully from the laboratory 
to the clinical environment. The trials showed that those patients 
who were fitted successfully wore the socket in preference to 
their previous type of socket. Their stumps were healthy with 
no evidence of terminal oedema. The marks of previous brim 
bearing sockets had largely disappeared, as had terminal pigmenta­
tion on those stumps that had suffered episodes of terminal 
congestion in the past. Sweating had not been a problem? except 
for a few patients in particularly hot weather. All the patients 
appreciated the absence of ischial and brim bearing and the absence 
of a high front on the socket.
All the successful wearers expressed the wish to continue 
wearing the new socket. The following are examples of comments 
made by some of the patients in the Manchester series.
- “absence of congestion of the end of the stump"
- "lack of irritation at’ the socket brim"
- "feels more secure"
- "gives me better control"
However, there were some patients in the clinical trials on 
whom the socket was unsuccessful because of proximal instability 
and poor retention? without any apparent change in the stump 
dimensions after the cast was taken.
It was felt that these failures must be classified as failures 
of the casting technique. It seemed that in a few patients the 
casting procedure had failed to produce the required degree of 
distal distortion of the stump and. these cases will require 
further investigation.
The clinical triads showed that the present methods of socket
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application are difficult to use and are relatively inefficient 
in obtaining the desired disposition of the stump tissues in the 
socket.
If a better method could be found for putting the socket on 
to the stump it would increase the number of patients for whom 
the socket would be suitable.
Some sockets would not have been unsuccessful if it had been 
possible to make minor adjustments to them, but the use of glass 
laminates for manufacturing’ the sockets precluded this.
The Author felt that a general comparison between the results 
suggested by a study of simple theoretical models and the 
practical results obtained from experimental studies might 
possibly help towards a better understanding of the mechanism 
of total surface bearing.
However he was of the opinion that it would be a mist alee to 
attempt a detailed study along these lines as there are too many 
variables and unknown factors.
The Author proposed some simple models of the stump/socket 
complex in which the simulated stump exhibited the physical 
properties of either a solid, an elastic solid, or a liquid.
The results of this theoretical exercise indicated the patterns 
of pressure distribution that might be expected to occur if a 
static axial load were applied to the model stumps.
ini experimental programme was then carried out to investigate 
the level and distribution of pressures at the stump/socket inter­
face when a static axial compression load was applied. It was 
found that the experimental results were repeatable, the pressure 
distribution at the stump/socket interface was sensitive to 
changes- in limb alignment, and despite the presence of small 
bending loads, the pressure distribution at the interface was 
more uniform than in existing brim bearing and tubal contact 
sockets. The pressures on the postero/medial socket brim were 
approximately the same as those over the rest of the stump/ 
socket interface for all levels of applied loads, showing that 
there was no ischial bearing. The patient wras able to raise 
the pressure over the side wall of the socket by tensing his 
stump muscles. An analysis of the pressure recordings showed
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that with applied loads in excess of 20*3 Kg® there were no 
adverse pressure gradients along the length of the interface,,
For applied loads less than 20e3 ICg. there was a small adverse 
pressure gradient between the distal end and the side wall of 
the socket. This was not felt to he an inherent feature of 
the socket fitting, hut rather the result of the way the 
socket had been applied.
The experimental results approximated to those suggested 
by the theoretical model of an elastic solid stump in a 
cylindrical socket.
The Author concluded that the work done on the project 
so far supports his theory of total surface hearing for 
axial compression loads.
12.2. Future Work
The clinical trials of the socket are to he continued and 
gradually extended to involve more Limb Fitting Centres. When 
sufficient experience has been gained on the longer term results 
of wearing the socket, it may be recommended for general issue 
to suitable amputees.
In the meantime, improvements in the casting technique will 
be investigated.
In particular, further work will be undertaken to determine 
the reason why the casting technique has failed on a few of the 
patients to achieve the required degree of distal distortion of 
the stump tissues.
The casting technique at present requires two people to 
carry it out, and because of shortage of suitable staff at Limb 
Fitting Centres, this has proved to be uneconomic in terms of 
- the manpower available. It would be an advantage if the casting 
technique could be revised so that it could be performed by a 
prosthetist on his own.
The present method of manufacturing the sockets by a glass 
laminate lay-up technique is a time consuming procedure that 
involves considerable hand work. The finished socket cannot be 
adjusted other than by cutting bade the brim. It is proposed to 
investigate a vacuum forming technique for making the socket from
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a thermoplastic material. This might have the advantage that 
the socket could he made more quickly and could he adjusted to 
a limited extent by reheating locally. More extensive alterations 
might he achieved by modifying the cast as required and then 
forming a new socket while the patient was waiting.
All the patients found the present method of pulling the
stump into the socket difficult to use, and it will he necessary
to investigate alternative methods of socket application.
The programme of experimental work Is to he continued and 
the stump/socket interface pressures are to he investigated 
under static bending and torque loads and under dynamic loads 
with the patient walking. It is hoped to compare the results 
with similar studies carried out on brim hearing sockets and on 
total contact sockets made on casts produced by various casting 
techniques.
The Author considers that it will he important in the future 
to investigate a non self-suspending version of the socket for 
those patients for whom the use of a self-suspending socket is
not indicated, or for those who do not wish to wear one.
The total contact surface hearing socket developed by the 
Author seems to be capable of achieving his objective to make the 
life of the above knee amputee more tolerable by freeing him from 
unnecessary discomfort, and it would he satisfying if its 
advantages could he extended to as large a proportion as possible 
of the above knee amputee population.
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APPEWDXX A
PREPARATIONS FOR TAKING THE SOCKET CAST
Summary
This Appendix gives detailed instructions for preparing the elastic 
shorts and pressure sleeve, and the cotton stockinette wrap for the plaster 
cast.
The materials and apparatus required for taking the cast are then listed.
A.I. Preparation of a Pair of Elastic Shorts and Pressure Sleeve
1. Take a 76 cm (30fl) length of elasticated stockinette (Appendix A, 
para. A*3ol) off the roll, cut longitudinally along the length 
of one fold and lay the material out flat.
2. Repeat 1 and lay the second piece of stockinette on top of the
first piece.
3. Smooth out all wrinkles from both layers of stockinette.
4. Select the template for the elastic shorts (Fig.Al). There are 
three sizes, small, 81 cm - 94 cm (32l! - 37") hips? medium,
94 cm - 107 cm (3711 ~ 42") hips? large, 107 cm - 122 cm
(42" - 48") hips. Place the template on top of the stockinette.
5. Mark the stockinette down the margins A.M. and B.N. of the
template.
6. Remove the template and machine down these two lines using a 
twin needle sewing machine set for straight stitching with one 
stitch or more per millimetre.
N.B* All subsequent stitching to be done in this manner.
7. Replace the template, aligning it on the machined seams, mark
the centre line at points C.P.D. on the material and also
1 2mark the material at points GG,HH,J and J . Draw in the crotch 
semi-circle marked I (Pig.A2), and draw a line right across the 
materia,! through GG and HII. Turn the material over and mark in 
a similar way on the reverse side, calling points C and D, and 
3)^  respectively. Turn the material back again and using the marks
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T R I M  S IZ E  210 x  2$7 ~  ~ ~ ~
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I 3 Ar
1 2J and J and the crotch mark I, draw in the inner seams of the 
legs and the centre line C.P.I). ‘The material should then appear 
marked as in Figure A3.
1 18. Refold the material so that C.D. and C , D are the new margins, 
and the seams A.Me and B.N., are the new centre lines (see Fig.A4)*
9. Replace the template so that its centre line lies on the margin 
Col), of the material and it is correctly orientated with the marks 
E. and J2.
210. Mark the material along the * Cut-out5 L and continue to top 
edge of the stockinette (Fig.A5)*
11. Transfer the template so that the centre line lies on the margin 
c\ of the folded material and correctly orientated to the 
marks G. and
12. Mark the material along the ’Cut-out* I?" and continue to top 
edge of stockinette (Fig.A5).
1* 2
13 o Remove the template and machine along lines L and L . Trim the
resulting darts to within 0.6 cm (J”) of the seams.
14. Refold the material so that the lateral margins of the material
are formed by. the machined seams A.M. and B.N. Cut both layers
of the material from the lower margin up along the centre line- 
through D to P t (This divides the legs of the ’’shorts”).
Q
Separate the legs of the shorts to 45 apart and machine up the
1 2 line J passing round the crotch mark I and back down the line J .
(Fig.A3)•
15. Fold the shorts as a pair of trousers would be folded in their
creases to lie flat, making sure that the inner and outer seams
of the legs lie one above the other. The garment should then look 
as in Figure A6. Slip a metal former, (Fig.A7) up the leg of the 
shorts to hold it flat. The formers come in three sizes to 
correspond with the three sizes of the shorts.
16. From the label attached to the roll of material from which the 
garment was made read, off the band classification and then obtain 
from the table (Fig.A8) the required lay-flat measurement of the 
pressure sleeve.
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■ Fig, A»8 
Blasticated Stockine11e 
Lay-Flat/Stump Dimensions for Creating Cast Interface Pressures
2Cast Interface Pressure ~ 0*3 p,s,i, - 2,1 kjj/m
Stockinette
Classification
Stump Circumference
9,0" - 15*0"- 15*0" - 18*0"- j 18,0" - 21*0"
23cm - 38cm 38cm - 46cm 46cm - 53cm
Lay-Flat Dimension
ins cm ins cm ins cm
Band “A" 3*0 7.5 3*3* 8*5 !' 3*5 9*0
Band "B" 2,8 7*0 3*0 7.5 1 3.2
' . ..... . 1 I
8*0
Band "C" 2,6 6*5 2*8 . 7.0 1 3.0!r 7*5
Band "D" 2.5
U- . r„.
6*5 2,6 6*5 I . 2*8 
----- — 11-------
7*0
----------.a_i
Cast Interface Pressure = 0*2 p*s*i* - 1*4 KH/m?
Stockinette 
Clas s ificat i on
■Stump Circumference
9,0" - 15*0"- 15*0" - 18*0"- j 18*0" - 21*0"
23cm - 38cm 38cm - 46cm j 46cm - 53cm
.... _______ . .............  : . . .  ........
Lay-Flat Dimension
ins cm ins cm ins cm
Band "A" 4*1 10*5 4*45 11*5 4*6
1
11.5 |
Band "B" 3*9 10,0 4*2 10c 5 4*25 11.0
Band rrC" 3*7 Q ^ 3*85
3*65
10*0 3*9 10.0
Band "D" j 3*5
-U~— ~
9*0 9*5 3*75 9.5
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17. Take one of the pressure sleeve templates (Fig«A9) of the 
appropriate size; there axe six sizes to cover the three ranges 
of stump circumference in each of the four band classifications
■ shown in Figure A8. Lay the template on the material placing it 
symmetrically about the seam A.M. using the reference notches 
provided* The flared end of the template should be towards the
waist with the reference notches in the adjacent end of the
parallel section on a level with the lines drawn between G end 
H. Mark the lay-flat outline of the pressure sleeve by drawing 
round the template. (See Fig.AlO) „
18. Remove the metal former from the leg of the shorts.
19. Fold the under leg of the shorts out of the way and machine along
the outline of the pressure sleeve.
20. Trim off excess material to within 0.6 cm (J") of the machined 
seam.
21. Turn the "pressure sleeve" inside out and mark a horizontal 
line on it on both sides at a level 5 cm (2") below the crotch
• and at right angles to the machine lines and then turn the 
right way out again..
A.2. Preparation of the Cotton Stockinette Wrap for the Plaster Cast
Unroll a length of tubular stockinette (Appendix A, para.A.3.2), 
stretch it over the No.7 Scholls applicator and then pull it up over 
the mandrel for a length of 75 cm (30"). Hold the free end in place 
by tucking it under a rubber band stretched around the mandrel.
(Fig.All).
Position the Scholls applicator a short distance away from the 
end of the mandrel. While keeping some tension on the stockinette 
twist the applicator frame and the stockinette through shout 360° so 
that the stockinette is drawn closely around the end of the mandrel 
(Fig.Al2). Pass the applicator up over the mandrel together with the 
stockinette so as to overlap the first layer (Fig.A13). Draw the 
stockinette off the frame and tuck the free edge under the rubber 
band, then writhdraw the frame over the mandrel by sliding it back 
within the stockinette.
Twist the frame through 360° again, unroll a further length of 
stockinette, and repeat the procedure until 6 layers of stockinette are
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covering ‘ the mandrel« Care must be taken to ensure that the twists 
in the material over the end of the mandrel do not overlap* Cut off 
the last layer of the material from the parent roll* Remove the 
free ends of the six layers of stockinette from under the rubber band 
and roll them back on themselves down to the tip of the mandrel as 
a stocking would be rolled down*
■Lastly, cut through one side of the stockinette roll as far as 
the centre twists of the material, being careful not to let the wrap 
become unrolled*
A*3. Materials required for taking the cast
A#3.1* One pair of elastic shorts with pressure sleeve* (Appendix A,
para. A.l). The elastic material may be obtained as followss-
- Type: “Tubigrip” G10 Special*
- Suppliers: Seeton Products Ltd.,
Tubiton House,, 
Medlock Street, 
Oldham, Lancs., 
England *
A.3.2c One stockinette wrap (Appendix A,’para. A*2)«
The stockinette material may be obtained as followsi-
- Type: 10 cm (4!I) Ho* 10 quality
Suppliers: B. Kershaw & Co. (1920) Ltd.,
12 St, Ann’s Square, 
Manchester M2 ?HP, 
England,
A.3.3. Powdered Pine Resin
- Suppliers: A, Leete & Co. Ltd.,
129-130 London Road, 
Southwark,
London, S.E.I., 
England.
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Plaster of Paris mix for wetting the pressure sleeve before 
applying the plaster wrap:-
200 grams of cold water,
200 grams of Plaster of Paris®
Plaster of Paris mix for saturating the stockinette wrap:-
60 grams of Saturated Potassium Sulphate solution*
64O grains of cold water*
900 grams of Plaster of Paris*
Plaster of Paris mix for forming the distal end of the 
cast:-
6 5O grams of warm water*
1000 grams of Plaster of Paris*
Polythene bag 25 cm.(l0") x 20 cm (8")'.
Plaster of Paris bandage 15 cm (6U) vd.de®
A®4* Apparatus for talcing Total Surface Bearing Casts
A,4*1# BPiADU Casting Couch with Above Knee Casting Trolley 
attachment (Appendix G), or
Standard Exam.ins.tion Couch with BEAD'D Portable Casting 
surface attached and with shoulder traction pulleys fixed 
at the head end of the couch*
A *4*2* Pressure Sleeve Spreader Discs.
A.4.3. Above Knee Traction Cuff for the sound leg.
A.4*4* Shoulder sling made from "Terry” Towelling, 150 cm (60") x 
75 cm (30"), with the necessary cords at each end for 
attaching traction weights.
A.4*5* Traction weights:-
4 kg x 2.
6 kg x 2.
A*4*6. Post Trochanteric former*
A,4*7* Scholls ho. 7 applicator frame
- Suppliers: Scholl Manufacturing Co. Ltd., .
A.3.4*
A . 3.5 *
A® 3.6.
A.3.7* 
A.3* 8*
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190 St* John Street,
London, E.C.l,
England*
A *4080 One '‘Bulldog” Paper Clip 14 cm (5,{) wide approximately.
One “Bulldog" Paper Clip 8 cm (3“) wide approxxmately*
A c4 * Cylindrical mandrel 90 cm (36") long x  45 cm (l8“) 
circumference for making the stockinette wrap*
Details of items A*4*lj A.4.2, and 1*4*6. utay he obtained from 
the Biomechanical Research and Development Unit, Roehampton, 
London SW15, England. *
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APPENDIX B
THE CASTING TECHNIQUE
Summary
The casting technique devised by the Author is described, giving 
step by step instructions from the initial shaving of the stump to the 
removal of the finished cast from the patient.
Details are given of the management of the negative and positive 
casts.
B.l. Detailed Description of the Casting Technique for a Self- 
Suspending Total Surface Bearing Above Knee Socket
1. Shave the lower 7*5 cms (3,f) of the stump, including the 
distal end.
2. Stand the patient up and take the following measurements:-
- Hip circumference at the level of the proximal margin 
of the greater trochanters.
- Stump circumference at a level midway between the lowest 
point of the ischiopubic ramus and the distal surface
• of the stump.
NOTE: 7/hen taking the above measurements the tape measure
should be laid on the skin without tension, and 
placed at right angles to the long axis of the stump.
3. Using the hip and stump measurements recorded above, refer 
to the tables in Figure B1 to select the correct size of 
elastic shorts with the appropriate size of pressure sleeve.
4. Stretch the pressure sleeve of the elastic shorts over the 
applicator frame and turn back the proximal end to the line 
marked on the inner aspect of the sleeve 5 cms (2n) belo?/ 
the crotch (Fig.B2).
5. Lightly soap the working surfaces of the casting table, 
(Fig.B3).
6. Lay the patient, face up, on the casting couch with the spine 
along the centre line, and with the lumbar spine support under
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FIGURE B1
TABLE FOR SELECTION OF ELASTIC SHORTS A N D  
PRESSURE SLEEVE
Hip dimensions to select size of shorts
Hip 81-94 cm 94-10? cm 107-122 cm
Circumference | (32-37 in) (37-42 in) (42-48 in)
Size
1 A
B C
Stump measurements to select size of sleeve
Stump
C ircumferenc e
23-37 cm 
(9-144 ins)
37-48 era 1 48-54 cm 
(144-19 ins) (19-21 ins)
Size Small Medium
.
Large
IF IG .  £>2.
FIG. 63

the centre of the lumbar spine. See that the sacrum is 
on the sacral support pad, relieving the buttocks of pressure 
to avoid soft tissue distortion.
7. Adjust the height of the lumbar spine ..support pad so that 
the normal curve of the lumbar spine is maintained.
8. Place the sound leg on the calf support and adjust its 
height to lift the limb clear of the casting surface, and 
its position proximally/distally to avoid an extension 
strain on the knee.
9. Plane the shoulder traction sling between the patient*s 
back and. the surface of the couch at the level of the 
inferior angles of the scapulae. Bring the ends of the 
sling up under each axilla and lay them across the front 
of the shoulder joints.
Attach 6 Kg.(13 lb) weights to each end of the sling by 
cords that pass over two pulleys at the head end of the 
couch. (Fig.B4).
10. Sprinkle the whole' of the surface of the stump with powdered 
Pine Resin (Appendix A. para.A.3.3) and rub in gently with 
the palm of the hand.
11. Fat the elastic shorts on to the patient’s sound leg first, 
and draw them right up to the groin. Rest the leg back on 
the calf support.
12. Ask the patient to hold his scrotum over to the sound side. 
Introduce the stump into the applicator frame, drawing
the skin distally through the open lower end of the frame 
until the proximal edge of the frame is in contact with 
the crotch. (Fig.B5)»
13. Hold the applicator frame steady and draw the proximal edge 
of the pressure sleeve over the proximal brim of the 
applicator (Fig.B6). (Mote that the pressure sleeve is 
deliberately placed too high on the stump at this stage
by virtue of the 5 cm “turn back” described in para.4)*
The body of the shorts is then brought up over the buttocks 
and lower abdomen, (Fig.B7). Do not drag the material up 
too high especially over the buttocks.
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14* .Withdraw the applicator frame dis tally, while at the same
time feeding off the pressure sleeve on to the surface of 
the stump*
It is important that there is a 2*5 cm (l’!) tuck left in the 
sleeve around the groin, and that all the excess length of 
the sleeve is accommodated over the surface of the stump. 
(Pig.B8).
15* Check that the elastic sleeve is properly in contact with
the skin of the crotch between the patient1s legs, and 
adjust if necessary.
16. Select a sleeve spreader with a disc a little larger in 
diameter than the diameter of the distal 1/3 of the stump.
17. Pull the open end of the pressure sleeve far enough off the 
end of the stump to allow the disc of the sleeve spreader, 
enclosed in a small polythene bag, to he introduced into 
the end of the sleeve* 'fie the sleeve firmly round the 
stem of the spreader.
Care must be taken, not to trap the polythene bag when 
tying off the sleeve, and to avoid this the bag should 
first be pushed back up against the disc.
The cord tying off the sleeve is led over a. pulley wheel 
attached to the end of the casting couch, and fastened to 
a 4 Kg (9 lb) weight. (Pig.B9).
18. With the stump as relaxed as possible, remove the wrinkles 
in the pressure sleeve by continuing to pull the sleeve 
distally over the surface of the stump.
One hand should be used to pull on the sleeve, while the 
proximal face of the disc spreader should be mai.nta.ined 
about 2*5 cm - 5 cm (ln - 2 U ) below the distal end of the 
stump by holding the exposed end of the spreader stem in 
the other hand. (Fig.BlO). If the pull of the 4 Kg. (9 lb) 
weight tends to cause the pressure sleeve to slip, as 'may 
occur on the smaller stumps, it should be reduced by 0,5 Kg. 
(1 it) increments until slipping does not occur.
Finally, adjust the position of the spreader disc in relation 
to the end of the stump so that, as the pressure sleeve 
leaves the surface of the skin, it neither follows over the 
contour of the end of the stump, nor is lifted away from
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the stump. (Pig .B11). If the elastic sleeve is allowed to 
follow over the end of the stump, the resulting socket may­
be relatively tight in the distal 1/3 and loose in the 
middle 1/3. Socket retention and proximal stability will 
be poor. If the .-elastic sleeve is held excessively away 
from the end of the stamp, the resulting socket may be 
relatively loose in the distal 1/3 and tight in the middle
1/3.
It is important to have selected a size of spreader such 
that in its final position it is sited about 2.5 cms (lM) 
beyond the end of the stump. This can be checked by trans­
it lurnina ting the sleeve with a torch.
19* It is vital that all the pull of the weight is on the tissues 
of the stump, and a check should be made to ensure that the 
body of the shorts is not holding up the pressure sleeve, 
especially over the posterior aspect of the stump.
20. Place an above knee cuff strap around the lower thigh of the
. sound leg, and attach a 4 Kg. (9 lb) weight to it by a cord
passing over a pulley at the foot of the couch. (Pig.B12).
Thus there is an equal pull on each side of the pelvis and 
there is no tendency to produce a pelvic tilt and a lumbar 
scoliosis. Check that there is no pelvic tilt. Adjust the 
position of the patient if necessary.
21. Check that the anterior superior iliac crests are level in
the horizontal plane. Wasting of the buttock muscles on the
amputated side sometimes causes a pelvic rotation. This can
be corrected by inserting an appropriate spacer behind the 
posterior iliac crest on the side of the amputation.
22. Slide the adjustable casting surface up to the patient until 
the proximal edge is level with the crotch when viewed from 
vertically above the patient, (Fig.B13) and adjust it for 
height and angle.
The correct height is with the board supporting a flat on 
the posterior surface of the proximal 1/3 of the stump about 
5 cm. (2M) wide.
The correct angle is with the surface of the board supporting 
the proximal 2/3 of the posterior surface of the stump when 
the hip joint is in the neutral position. (Fig.B14) <*
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If there is fixed flexion of the hip present, this must he 
allowed for. If necessary, readjust the height of the calf 
support for the sound leg,
23* Adjust the direction cf the pull of the 4 Kg.(9 lb) weight 
on the stump to hold the medio/lateral alignment of the 
stump as required. (Pig.B15)
24* Mark the position of the adjustable casting surface by 
setting the adjustable stops, allowing about 0.5 cm (J11) 
for the thickness of the cast.
Withdraw the casting surface distally to enable the plaster 
cast to be applied.
25* Wet the surface of the elastic thoroughly over the whole 
of the intended area of the cast (Fig.3316), using the weak 
mix of plaster and water described in Appendix A. para.A.3.4« 
At the same time an assistant should soak the cast stockinette 
thoroughly in the plaster mixture described in Appendix A. 
para. A.3*5» starting with the stockinette rolled up, and 
unrolling it into the plaster mix one turn at a time, making 
sure each ‘turn is thoroughly wetted before proceeding to the 
next one.
26. Wrap the plaster soaked stockinette round the stump, starting 
on the medial side, laying it well into the crotch. Bring 
the wrap under the stump and up its lateral sid^ to complete 
the wrap on the anterior surface. (Fig.B17). The wrap should 
extend proximally to cover the eventual trim line of the 
socket on all aspects of the stump, and distally down to the 
rim of the spreader disc, but should. NOT overlap the disc or 
difficulty will be experienced when the disc spreader has to 
be separated from the cast.
A small triangular area on the anterior aspect of the pressure 
sleeve adjacent to the spreader disc must be left uncovered 
by the plaster wrap. The cast is well smoothed over the stump 
making sure that NO AIR is trapped under the plaster and that 
the elastic becomes properly adherent to the plaster.
27. Wipe the adjustable casting surface clean of plaster and 
return it to its marked position, slightly lifting the cast 
so as not to drag up the plaster on the posterior aspect, of
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the stump. (Fig,Bl8).
28. Gently lift the lateral side of the proximal 2/3 of the cast 
clear of the casting surface and pla.ce the post trochanteric 
former into position so as to produce a. slight flattening on 
the side of the stump posterior to the greater trochanter.
The proximal end of the post trochanteric former should project 
ah out 4 cms (l"Jt?) proximal to the upper margin of the adjustable 
casting surface. (Fig.B19).
29e Using a small plaster slab made from four thicknesses of 10 cm 
(4n) plaster bandage, make a shallow trough over the exposed 
triangular area of the pressure sleeve adjacent to the spreader 
disc. (Fig„B20).
30. When the plaster wrap has set, the shoulder traction and the 
traction on the sound leg can be removed.
31. Cut a. transverse opening 2,5 cms (lu) wide in the elastic sleeve 
in the base of the trough close to the spreader disc. (Fig.B2l). 
CARE MUST BE .TAKEN, AS THE TISSUES CF THE STUMP MAY LIE VERY 
CLOSE UNDER THE ELASTIC SLEEVE.
Check through the opening that the end of the stump is not 
touching the spreader disc. If it is, withdraw the disc 
distally until it is clear of the stump tissues.
32. Pour the creamy mix of plaster described in Appendix A. para.
A.3.6 into the trough to fill the space between the end of the 
stump and the spreader disc. (Pig.B22).
N.B. Tell the patient what is being done so that he knows
what to expect. Marie sure no air is trapped under the 
sleeve.
33. When the plaster in the trough has set to a firm putty state 
remove the traction weights and. the post trochanteric former 
from the cast and slit the pressure sleeve and the polythene 
bag from the lower end to the spreader disc. Separate the 
disc gently from the cast. (Fig.B23).
34* Separate the cast gently from the casting surface, which can
then be withdrawn distally.
35* Cut up the elastic shorts on the lateral side of the sound
leg (Pig.B24) and remove them from under the patient's
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buttocks.
36. With the stump completely relaxed, remove the cast by 
gently pulling and shaking.
This process must not be hurried for it is dependent upon 
a slow leakage of air through the plaster to break the suction 
seal.
B.2. Management of the Negative Cast
. After the cast has been removed from the stump it is left 
for an hour to harden. An approximate trim line is then marked 
on the cast and the surplus plaster cut off with a sharp knife, 
being careful not to detach the elastic sleeve from the plaster.
(Fig.B25).
The posterior border of the cast must be adjusted to 
correspond with the impression made by the proximal edge of the 
posterior casting board,. To enable this to be done the postero/ 
lateral and postero/medial angles of the plaster cast must be 
slit down to the level of the casting board impression. (Fig.3326) .
The posterior border of the cast can then be bent down to 
lie horizontal at the required level, and reinforced with a 
plaster slab 011 the outer surface of the cast.
Bulldog type paper clips or clothes pegs can be used to hold 
the position while the plaster sets. (Fig. B2?)*
Before pouring the positive cast, the inner surface of the 
negative cast should be well wetted with liquid soap so3.ution.
The medial and posterior borders of the negative cast brim 
are extended up to the level of the lateral border by a stiff 
paper fence, so as to contain the plaster of the positive cast.
The negative cast is then stood in a sand box and filled 
with a creamy plaster mix. A vacuum tube is set into the plaster 
while the cast is setting. (Fig.B2S)
B .3. Management of the Positive Cast
The surface of the cast is smoothed, but the impression of 
the weave of the elastic sleeve must still be left visible. Any 
small imperfections may be corrected by removing small amounts of 
adjacent plaster or filling in with a minimum of plaster. It is 
necessary to fill in the bases of scar impressions if these are
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very deep.
It camot be stressed too strongly that no attempt must be
made to ’’improve" the body of the cast, as to do so will have
an adverse effect on the fit of the socket*
It is necessary however, to reduce the brim of the cast
over its anterior and lateral surfaces, between the plane of the
medial border distally and the socket brim proximally. This area 
of the cast is not controlled by the pressure sleeve.
Mark with indelible pencil the region of the adductor longus 
tendon on the antero-medial angle of the positive cast and, if the 
patient has a prominent greater trochanter, mark this also.
Mark a reference line 'around the cast at the level of the 
medial brim. (Fig.B29)*
Remove plaster from the areas of the cast hatched in in 
Figure B29? being careful not to encroach on the area marked for 
the adductor longus tendon or the greater trochanter.
The brim of the cast is thus flattened over the anterior 
and lateral aspects extending into the area posterior to.the. 
greater trochanter. -
Less plaster is removed from the antero/lateral angle of 
the cast over the region of the rectus femoris muscle.
These modifications result in a "squaring up" of the socket
brim which, is thus closed in to give a snug fit to the stump.
The depth of plaster to be removed varies, but is from 1-3 cms
(4u-l4-u) depending upon the characteristics of the stump. The 
large flabby stump needs a greater reduction of the cast than the 
small firm stump. As a general rule it is necessary to reduce 
the brim of the cast by a greater amount than, might be anticipated 
and the common mistake is not to reduce it sufficiently.
B.A* Modifications to the Positive Cast for Sockets with a Soft End 
Section
For patients who need a socket v/ith a soft end section, the 
positive cast needs to be extended to allow a socket to be produced 
with a cavity at the distal end. This extension is made in the 
following manner:-
A retaining wall is made out of s, waxed paper cup pushed on snugly 
over the distal end of the inverted cast. Cut off the bottom of the 
paper cup so that plaster can be poured in. The retaining wall
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should stand at least 4 cm (la,f) above the most distal point 
of the cast.
Liberally coat with vaseline the part of the cast which 
will come into contact with the wet planter. This acts as a 
relea.se agent. Tape the brim of the cup to the cast to prevent 
plaster leakage. Pour a creamy mixture of plaster into the 
open end of the cup to a depth of about 2.5 cm (1")> ensuring 
that the cast is vertical. The depth of the in fill will 
decide the thickness of the soft end section and can be varied 
as required.
Vdien the plaster has set, strip off the cup carefully and 
remove the plaster extension from the cast, having first made 
an orientation mark with an indelible pencil on both the cast 
and the extension. Take care not to damage the proximal 
feather edge of the cast extension. Clean the distal surface 
of the extension and' round the edges.
Finally make a 45° chamfer on one side of the distal 
surface of the extension cast to enable the patient to orientate 
the soft end section correctly when he is inserting it into the 
socket. The chamfer must be of such a size that it is unmistakable.
B.5* The Location of the Inserts for the "Pull in11 Apertures
The sites for the aperture inserts are marked on the positive 
cast as follows?
- The medial/lateral diameter is drawn across the distal surface 
of the cast. The sites for the inserts are marked on this line 
immediately adjacent to, but not overlapping, the perimeter of the 
distal surface of the cast, which is clearly demarcated by the 
angle formed by the impression of the elastic stockinette and the 
distal plaster "in fill". (Fig.B30).
If the socket is to be made up with a soft end section, the 
positions for the inserts are marked on the positive cast as 
follows?
The inserts will be positioned diametrically opposite each 
other, one on the medial and the other on the lateral aspect of 
the cast, immediately proximal to the angle between the side and 
the end surfaces of the cast. (Fig.B3l).
Thus the inserts for a socket with a soft end section are 
placed in the side wall of the socket, whereas the inserts for a 
hard ended socket are placed on the end surface of the socket.
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APPENDIX 0
THE FABRICATION TECHNIQUE FOR TOTAL SURFACE 
BEARING SELP-SuSPENDING ABOVE KNEE SOCKET'S 
C .1. The Manufacture of a Hard Socket 
Materialst-
2 Nylon positioning dowels 0.75:* x 0*438" dia. for
"pull in"' inserts
2 "Pull in" inserts
1 Latex Sheath
2 Plastic caps with soft p^ugs
2 Nylon body bungs
Polyvinyl alcohol releasing agent 
1 Polyvinyl alcohol sleeve (Fig* Cl).
Tirglas Fabric No, Y227 
■ Bury Felt No, NPA 16
3 Socks made from 6" or 8" tubular glass stockinette 
Needledmat la oz
Resin mix:-
Beetle Resin Rigid 4116 - 60$
Beetle Resin Flexible 4134 - 40$
Beetle Catalyst No, 347 
Beetle Accelerator "B"
Lay-up of the Socket:-
1. Bore two holes in the cast at the positions marked for the 
inserts (Appendix B. para.B.5)5 and put the nylon dowels in 
position; checking that the aperture inserts and bungs are 
held close to the cast,
2. Cover the cast with the latex sheath, tie it down, apply 
vacuum and paint it with polyvinyl alcohol solution.
3. Make a cap for the distal, end of the cast from Tyglas Fabric 
No. Y227, cutting 2 holes in the fabric to clear the dowels.
4* Place a strip of Bury Felt No, NPA 16, la" wide, around the 
cast to cover the area of the proximal trim line.
5. Pull 1 glass stockinette sock over the cast, cutting 2 holes 
to clear the dowels.
6. Cover the stockinette with Tyglas Fabric No. Y227, overlapping
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the glass fabric cap hut clearing- the dowels®
7. Place two layers of Tyglas Fabric Ho® Y227' around the cast 
to cover the area between the proximal brim and a horizontal 
line around the cast about 5**8 cms (2n“3|-!l) distal to the 
medial brim®
8* Pull on a second glass stockinette sock, cutting 2 holes to 
clear the positioning dowels.
9* Position two layers of Needledmat on the area described in 
paragraph 7 above.
10. Place the two "pull in" inserts with plastic caps in place 
on the dowels.
11. Cut 2 pieces of Tyglas Fabric No. Y227, 3” in'diameter with 
a -|-M diameter hole in the centre of each and place them over 
the 2 "pull in" inserts to cover their flanges.
12. Pull or roll the third glass stockiriette sock over the lay-up 
, and tie it tightly with thread into the groove around each
of the "pull in" inserts.
13. Pull on the outer polyvinyl alcohol sleeve and tie it around 
the vacuum tube below the cast.
14. Make up the resin mix and pour it into the open upper end of 
the outer polyvinyl alcohol sleeve.
15. Turn on the vacuum and work the resin through the lay-up.
16. Tie the polyvinyl alcohol sleeve firmly round each of the 
"pull in" inserts, taking care not to cause an air leak; in 
the polyvinyl alcohol through too hard a tie.
17. Allow the socket to remain on the cast for about 12 hours. 
Then trim the excess lay-up away from the socket brim, warm 
the socket and the cast in the oven, and knock the socket 
off the cast. It should then be put back into the oven at a 
temperature of rJ 0 ° G  for 2-3 hours to complete the curing of 
the resin.
C.2. The Manufacture of a Socket with a Soft End Section
Materials for the Sockets- As in paragraph C.l.
Materials for the Soft End Section;-
2 Kayser Bondor Nylon stump socks 
Medical grade Elastomer No. 386 and Catalyst 
Medical grade Elastomer No. 382 and Catalyst "M"
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Lay-up of the Socket;-
1. Make the socket over a cast incorporating a distal plaster 
extension, (Appendix 33, para. 33*4) using the technique 
described in C.L above.
2. Cut away the lay-up over the "pull in" inserts, remove
the plastic caps, and v/ithdraw the nylon positioning dowels. 
Remove the socket from the cast. Drill -a 1 cm (0 .5") hole 
in the centre of the distal surface of the socket extension 
for injecting the foam for the soft end section.
Manufacture of the-Soft End Section;-
1. Remove the plaster extension from the cast and paint the 
distal end of the cast with polyvinyl alcohol solution to 
give a smooth finish, to the surface of the soft end section.
2. Mix 28 grms of Elastomer No. 382 with 6 drops of Catalyst "M"
and spread this mix over the distal end of the cast to just
below where the pad will finish, filling in all scar crevices.
3. Pull a nylon stump sock down over the cast and work the 
mixture through. This must be done quickly, as the Elastomer 
mix gives only 2 minutes working time.
4. Place the socket back on to the ca,st, making sure that it
goes back to its original position.
5. Mix equal amounts of Elastomer No. 382 and No. 386, add 6 f o  
of the Catalyst for Elastomer No. 386 - NOT Catalyst "M" -
and inject this mix through the 1 cm. hole in the bottom
of the socket to fill the space beyond the distal end of 
the cast.
6. Place a finger over the hole to control the escape of surplus 
foam. The density of the end pad will depend upon the amount 
of foam that is allowed to escape.
7. Remove the socket from the cast when the foam has ceased to 
rise. With the pad and the nylon sock back in position on
the cant, paint the whole pad to just below the feather edge
with another mixture of 28 grms of Elastomer No. 382.
8.' Pull the second nylon .sock over pad and cast and work the
mixture through.
9. After 15 minutes remove the pad from the cast and cut the
nylon socks down to the feather edge of the pad, where they
are bonded together by the 2 mixes of Elastomer No. 382.
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. 10. Dust the pad with talcum powder when the mix is completely
dry.
C.3. The Assembly of the Plastic Cap with soft Plug for the HPull inn 
Inserts
Materials: -
2«5 cms (1'0 thick Yelvatex 
1 "Jaycap" Do. GO 28 (white)
Impact Adhesive (Non-toxic)
Method; '
1. Cut a plug from the 2.5 cm (i») thick Yelvatex sheet, using
a le6 cm (-§-”) diameter hollow punch. Coat one end of the plug
with impact adhesive and set on one side.
2. Strip the sealing rim from the "Jaycap1* and then remove the
retaining ring by cutting the hinge at the cap edge. Cut 
off the prop protruding above the outer edge.
3. Using a sharp pointed instrument deeply scratch all the inner
surface of the cap inside ‘the annulus to which the prop was 
attached. Ensure that the whole surface is scratched so that
a good key is provided for the adhesive.
Tales great care NOT to scratch anywhere inside the annular 
recess which holds the sealing lips.
4 *  Coat with impact adhesive the area on the inner surface of
the cap that has been scratched, taking care not to put any
adhesive.in the sealing recess.
5. When both coated surfaces are dry, impact the plug and the cap
together, ensuring that the plug is square to the cap.
The cap is then ready for use.
Two caps are required for each socket.
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TOTAL SURFACE BEARING SELF-SUSPENDING ABOVE KNEE SOCKETS
Application of the Socket
Check that the plastic caps and seatings of the 'distal 
Mpull in" apertures are clean.
Apply talcum powder to the stump.
Stand the patient with his hip on the non-amputation side 
against a couch or handrail .
Take a length of "Rayolast" elastic bandage 15 cms x 275 cms 
(6" x 9') and loop it into 3 sections. (Pig.Dol). Prom the 
outside, push one loop of the bandage through the lateral
socket aperture and.the other loop of the bandage through the
medial socket aperture. The loops are pulled up through the 
socket and laid over the medial and the lateral socket brims, 
(Pigs. D.2., D.3. and D.4«)* Smooth out any wrinkles in the 
bandage where it lies over the socket brim. Ask the patient to 
stand up and hold the bandage in place by grasping the medial 
and lateral margins of the socket. Plex the prosthetic knee a 
little and introduce the stump into the socket, taking care not 
to displace the bandage from the socket brim.
Position the socket on the stump so that the flat on the
posterior surface of the socket is transverse and the anterior
socket margin fits with even pressure across the front of the 
stump.
Place the prosthetic foot slightly forward and lateral to 
the position of standing.
Carefully withdraw the bandage by pulling down on both sides 
either simultaneously or alternately, whichever the patient - 
finds most convenient, (Pig-D.5). The patient must be instructed 
NOT to try to push his stump into the limb'but to ease his stump 
down as he feels the bandage drawing the tissues into the socket. 
The patient must NOT "pump" up arid down in the socket while 
pulling in.
This method of arranging the bandage to pull the stump into 
the socket has the advantage that it imposes no twist to the soft 
tissues of the stump as the bandage is being pulled down.
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D * 2. Socket Examination '
Examine the skin at the ’’puli'in*1 apertures while the 
patient is weight bearing on the limb. The skin should protrude 
through each aperture under tension. Then put the plastic caps 
on to the socket inserts, making an airtight seal.
Check length of the prosthesis and adjust if necessary.
Check the relationship of the posterior border of the 
socket to the ischial tuberosity.- There should be no ischial 
bearing even when full weight is on the limb.
Examine the anterior and lateral edge of the socket to ensure 
it rests evenly against the stump. Failure to do so indicates 
that the socket is incorrectly positioned, and it should be 
re-applied.
Examine the stump in the transparent part of the socket for 
uniformity of skin colour, Reddened or blue areas indicate 
insufficient support, blanching indicates too much pressure. If 
present, re-apply the socket.
If discoloration persists throughout the fitting the socket 
must be considered as -unsatisfactory. Reddening may occur along 
the edges of an inverted scar. If the fitting is otherwise 
satisfactory this is not a contraindication for the use of the 
socket.
D.3. Socket Retention
Ask the patient to lift the prosthesis off the floor without 
the plastic caps in place and with his stump muscles relaxed. 
Ideally, the end of the stump should not withdraw from the lower 
end of the socket. If the end of the stump withdraws further than
0.5 cms Gi") without the skin of the stump slipping on the side wall 
of the socket, then the patient has not pulled his stump into the 
socket correctly. He has not distorted the stump tissues distally 
because he has pushed rather than pulled the stump into the socket. 
If, in spite of the socket appearing to be on correctly, the stump 
end withdraws from the bottom of the socket and the skin of the 
stump slips on the side wall of the socket, either the stump has 
decreased in size since the cast was taken, or the stump tissues 
were not fully distorted distally while the cast was being taken.
Air getting into the bottom of the socket when the plastic 
caps are in place may be due to a faulty air seal under a plastic
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cap, or porosity of the socket wall. Air tracking down from the 
socket brim may be due to /the socket being too loose or incorrectly 
applied.
Separation of the skin from the proximal part of the socket may 
occur if the socket has been incorrectly applied, or if it is too 
loose because the stump measurements have decreased, or because of 
failure to achieve sufficient distal distortion of the soft tissues 
at the time of casting.
D.4. Dynamic Alignment
Observe the patient walking and make any necessary adjustments 
to the alignment of the prosthesis.
The socket must be set in the limb in such flexion or extension 
as to give equal length steps when the patient is walking. The 
patient should be instructed to tense the muscles of his stump as 
ho lifts the prosthesis off the ground, and to relax them shortly • 
after heel contact.
With some patients, failure to tense the stump muscles during 
the swing phase may give rise to an instability of the socket on 
the stump.
D .5• Complaints of Tightness in the Socket
A feeling of tightness at the distal end of the socket when 
the foot is off the ground may be due to a failure to have 
distorted the soft tissues distally when applying the socket, 
thus distal ’’negative” pressure is playing too large a part 
in retaining the socket on the stump.
Test for this by removing a plastic cap from a ”pull in” 
insert. The tightness will be relieved immediately as the stump 
tissues withdraw from the lower end of the socket.
Tightness of the socket at all times may be due to excessive 
"pulling in" or may be due to an increase in stump size. This 
tightness is not relieved by the removal of a plastic cap.
D ♦6. The fit of the Socket with the Patient sitting
Examine for socket retention. The skin should not withdraw 
from the distal end of the socket if the plastic caps are removed.
If it does so, check that the anterior socket edge is not too high,
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and lower if necessary.
Examine the proximal edge of the socket. Any uncomfortable 
pressure areas should he marked, and subsequently adjusted.
Stretching- of the skin along the posterior brim of the socket 
may be due either to faulty application of the socket, such as 
insufficient hip flexion at the time of "pulling in", or to 
"jacking out" of the socket because the anterior trim, line is 
too high.
D.7. Post-fitting Check
Take off the plastic caps and remove the stump from the 
socket. There should be no abrasions., discolorations, or 
excessive perspiration.
NCTEs Occasionally small areas of redness appear at the
edge of inverted scars. This is difficult to avoid, 
and care must be taken in drawing the stump into the 
socket. Another cause of redness is too* rapid with­
drawal of the bandage. Excessive perspiration may 
be reduced by using an anti-perspirant solution on 
the surface of the stump before applying the socket.
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APPEHDIX E
Summary
This appendix is concerned with the elastic properties of a 
pressure sleeve.required to produce a given radial pressure.
E d . The Determination of the Load/Ex tension Properties of the 
Material of the Pressure Sleeve
The sample of material was set up on an {Instron! universal 
testing machine. On this machine the crosshead is moved at a 
constant rate and the resultant load from stretching the sample 
is measured "by a load cell and plotted automatically against 
extension on a pen recorder. <
The tests were standardised to?~ .
Crosshead speed during extension « 20 cm/rnin.
Time held at maximum extension = 5 min.
Crosshead return speed = 50 cm/min.
Chart speed = 5 cm/min.
Sample width = 10 cm.
The sample consisted of a loop :o£ material (Pig®Bl).
Total length of material = 2L 
n " n extension = 2A
Strain £ = A. - £L
Total stretched length ~ 2L + 2 A
- 2L(1 +£) *
Tension T = ¥ +
Where W is the applied load.
The graph plotted by the test machine
was of the form shown in Figure E2
E .2. Pressure Theory
Consider a length of elastic material of width w stretched 
over an element of a cylinder of radius R. Assume the tension 
in.the material is constant and equal to T. (pig.E3).
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■ ‘ £ &Vertical component of T - 21' sin
Area over which this acts *= wRS© where © is in radians
o@Radial Pressure P ~ 2T sin ~
” 5se~~~
limit P wR a)
$6 — > 0
TThe expression P « *-“r is true for any shape, where P is
wit
the local radial pressure and R is the radius of curvature at 
that pointo
E.3. Practical Application
To find the lay flat length 1 to produce a pressure P on 
a stump of circumference C.
Assume the stump is circular in cross-section
C = 21 (l + 8) See * in paragraph E.l.
These calculations will give theoretically accurate results if 
the stump is circular in cross-section. The effect of the elastic 
pressure sleeve on the stump is to make the soft.tissue tend to a 
circ\ilar cross-section, and the pressure distribution tends towards 
uniformity.
E.4* The Ideal Characteristic
If one standard lay-flat length of bandage could be used 
irrespective of stump circumference, then the use of graphs or 
calculations to determine the correct sleeve size for any given 
patient would be avoided, and sewing could be carried out using
r £
L “ 2(1+6)
P - .a* See (l) above and also ^ in paragraph E*l.
P TTW (2)Cw
1 8 1
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a standard jig. The required material characteristic to achieve 
this is deduced as follows:-
The equations governing the pressure are:- from equation (2)
■TTW
P := tt' where W is in ICg.C v
P is in ll/m2 
C is in m.m. 
w is a constant 100 mm.
< ff = 3^  Kg.
( V  = 308.1 W N/m2 
C(
W = f (1 +6) j .
)
1 = C or C = 2L(1 + & W See paragraph E'3-
W T F J
v/hen L is in mm. '
\ P  = 308.1 $(!+£) u/m2
■ ^ s T T i r r r
If $(1 +£•) as k(1 + 8 ) where K is a constant then
P «= 308.1 K. (1 4- &) = 154 K---- ..............(3)
21 (1 +£ ) L
This equation gives P independent of C and £ so that the 
same lay-flat measurement may he used for all sizes of stump at 
a given pressure. To do this the material characteristic must 
obey the law W = K(l + £), i.e. a straight line of gradient K, 
passing through the origin. It is only necessary that this law
should apply within the working range of the material. For the
commonly used pressure of 2f069 li/m this range is from 1.5 Kg. 
(229 mm circumference) to 3.6 Kg. (533 mm circumference). It 
follows automatically that if the lav/ holds true up to the 
maximum applicator size (610 mm circumference), represented by 
4 Kg at 2f069 ll/m , then there will be no difficulty in pulling1 
the sleeve over the applicator. In practice it is found that 
the sleeve' can be applied provided that the gradient IC is not 
greater than 3 Kg/unit strain at 4Kg load. A further desirable 
characteristic of the material is that the error in pressure 
should be minimised when there is an error in the lay-flat
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measurement. The conditions are calculated "below.
Assume the material follows the law W = K (1 +£)
Then P = 154 K See equation (3)
T
Let error in L be AL
Let the corresponding error in P be AP
. A P  d£ A  L
dL
d|> 154K from (3) by diff. w.r.t.L
dL “  . ”*l 2
l2 83 ,(15,4-K)2 from (3) by squaring'
2
p
*E „ zpJl
dL ~ 154K
' A  p L
154K -
/  The error in P is inversely proportional to the 
gradient K., i.e. the steeper the gradient, the less the 
pressure error for a given error in L.
If the material is to obey the straight line law, there is a 
theoretical limit beyond which the gradient must hot be increased. 
This is deduced as follows
The graph of all .elastic materials has a value of £ + 1  = 1 
at W s= 0, so that £ + 1  cannot be less than 1. (Fig.E4) •
The minimum load used in practice is 1,5 Kg. IP this load 
occurred at £ + 1 = 1 the gradient of the straight line graph 
would be K = 1.5* At any gradient.steeper than this, a load of 
1,5 K g  would require £ + 1  to be less than 1, which is not possible.
E.5. The Ideal Material
The ideal material displays a straight line graph of W against 
1 + £ from W = 1.5 Kg to W = 3.6 Kg. Its gradient within this 
region should be close to, but not greater than 1,5. Kg/unit strain. 
The straight line portion of the graph, when extended backwards,, 
should pass through the origin. The gradient at W = 4 Kg should be 
less than 3 Kg unit strain.
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APPENDIX F
SPECIFIC ATI OF POP ELASTICATED STOCJgRSTTB 
FOR TOTAL SURFACE BEARING SOCKET CASTS
F.l. Introduction
This specification relates to the testing and preferred 
form of construction of tubular elasticated stockinette to be 
used for generating radial pressures on the stump during the 
taking of a cant for a. total surface bearing socket.
F.2. General Description
The fabric is of tubular knitted form, made from a cotton/ 
rayon yarn with an inlaid cotton™covered rubber thread.
Nominally, the material will be delivered in lengths of 
11 m (12 yds.) with a lay-flat width of 26 cm ™ 30 cm (10,,-12H) 
in the relaxed state.
F.3. Testing
Each roll shall be sampled.within 1 m (39*37”) °f each end, 
and its stretch/tension characteristics measured and recorded on 
a Test Certificate. (Fig.El).
1. S tre t ch/T enslon Chi, arac t eri s t i c s
The test sample shall be in a completely relaxed state, 
and shall not have been stressed after the manufacturing 
process.
The sample is to be a single layer of material of 10 cm. 
(4If) relaxed length between the clamps of the test rig, 
(Fig.F2). The rubber threads must be at right angles to the 
edges of the clamps and in line with the direction of the 
applied load. The width of the sample, as measured across 
the threads, is to be 10 cm. (4M)»' care being taken to ensure 
that all rubber threads are securely clamped at both ends.
The load shall be applied to the sample, the stretched length 
measured, and the results plotted on the Test Certificate 
supplied. All test results shall be confirmed by testing a 
second sample.
The load to the sample shall be applied slowly,
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progressively, and.without overshoot, either 'by an 
automatically operated tensile testing machine or by 
the manual application of dead weight loads*
The plotted characteristic will fall into one of 
the four bands A,B,G or D indicated on the Test Certificate, 
and the material should he appropriately coded. Should the 
plotted characteristic coincide with one of the lines 
separating these hands, for instance, between hand A, and 
band B , the material will be designated A/B.
2. Recovery Rate after Stressing
When the sample has been subjected to the maximum load 
indicated on the Test Certificate for a period of five 
minutes, it shall return to within 10 per cent of its 
original relaxed length within a period of 10 seconds after 
removal of the load.
3* Variation of Elasticity with Temperature
There shall be no change in the mechanical properties 
of a test sample of•the material (para.F.1.3.) when it is 
stretched to a length of 25 cm. (10U) and immersed in water 
at 30°C for a period of 15 minutes.
P.4. Shelf Life
The mechanical characteristics of this material as defined 
in Section 3 of this Specification shall apply to the material as 
it is delivered, and shall not exceed the limits defined when 
stored under conditions of darkness and in an ambient temperature 
range of 5°C - 20°C for a period of at least six months.
P.5. Marking
Each roll will be marked with the appropriate band letter, 
manufacturer's roll-reference number, manufacturer's name and 
the date of manufacture. A completed Test Certificate should be 
attached to each roll,
F.6. Finish and Genera,! Appearance
The material is to be delivered in the natural undyed state, 
clean and free from dirt. It is to be treated with 5»51-dichloro 
- 2,2E“dihydroxydiphenylrnethane (Dichlorophen) in the approved
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strength to prevent mildew.
If minor variations occur in the tension applied to each 
rubber thread when multiple winding is used, the stockinette 
when knitted will present a somewhat puckered appearance in 
the relaxed state. This puckering shall disappear completely 
when a standard specimen is stretched to a length of 15 cm.(6n)•
P.7. Packaging
Each roll shall be delivered in a sealed package impervious 
to water.
F • 8. Preferred Form of Construction
The following form of construction has been found to meet 
the foregoing requirementsj-
1. Rubber Formulation
Manufacturer - Messrs. Girflex Thread Limited, Thorpe
Road, Melton Mowbray.
Compound Ro. 471*
2. Rubber Thread
The rubber thread made from the above compound shall 
be of 44-1s round count, helically wound in one direction 
with one end of cotton yarn of 12.4 tex (48*s count), and 
then wound in the opposite direction with two ends of cotton 
yarn of 12.4 "tex (48* s count). The winding must be such 
that the minimum length of the completed thread is in excess 
of 40 cm* (16")j when a load of 55 g» is applied to a specimen 
of 10 cm.(4") on relaxed length.
In the relaxed state the wound threa,d must exhibit an 
extension of 8 per cent on its original relaxed unwound 
rubber thread.
3. Main Fabric
The material for the main fabric shall be knitted from 
a 5'0s50 cotton/rayon blended yarn of 14 tex (42's count).
The stockinette shall be knitted using 10 needles per 
inch in both cylinder and dial with the rubber thread 
inserted as a straight thread in every second course; the 
number of courses per inch shall be 22.
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APPENDIX G
THE GAS'IIITG- COUCH
This Appendix consists of a general assembly drawing of the 
casting couch designed by the Royal College of Arts, Kensington, 
London, in association with the Design Office of the Biomechanical 
Research and Development Unit, Roehampton, from which full details 
of the couch, and other special casting equipment may be obtained on 
application.
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